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Making the
Most of
MediaMag
Radio 1 Breakfast Show:
Pitch presentation

Understanding the
context of Johnny Guitar

Radio 1 has announced
that its Breakfast Show
needs a face-lift, and
wants your help. Nick Grimshaw’s
audiences are dropping, The
School Run is dead and gone,
and Twitter comments indicate
that the ‘spontaneous multipresenter morning zoo format’ is
no longer pulling the listeners.
The BBC is calling for pitches
from new young talent for an
entirely different concept for the
Breakfast Show. Your proposal
must include the following:
• Suggestions for a new
presentation format, with
reasons for your choice
• A new 10-minute video feature
to replace the School Run,
which must involve celebrities
• A new feature for mums,
toddlers, and children who are
off school because they’re ill
• Other links and features
specifically designed for the
time slot (6.33 – 10.00 am)
• Plans for other
branded visual content
Prepare to present
your pitch to the Radio 1
commissioners, explaining
• how and why your new show
will appeal to the established
Breakfast Show audience,
• how your show will extend
the Radio 1 brand.

To fully understand Johnny
Guitar, you’ll need to understand
its social and political context.
It is a film with a political sub-text – a
narrative which draws metaphorically
on the contemporary events of the
McCarthy Trials in early 1950s America,
when the House of Un-American
Activities embarked upon a witch-hunt
to eradicate communism in American
public life. This dark and paranoia-fuelled
period of post-war American history had
a massive impact on the film industry:
The Hollywood blacklist—as the
broader entertainment industry
blacklist is generally known—was the
practice of denying employment to
screenwriters, actors, directors, musicians,
and other American entertainment
professionals during the mid-20th
century because they were accused of
having Communist ties or sympathies.
Artists were barred from work on the
basis of their alleged membership in or
sympathy with the Communist Party
USA or refusal to assist investigations
into the party’s activities. Even during
the period of its strictest enforcement,
the late 1940s through the late 1950s,
the blacklist was rarely made explicit or
verifiable, but it directly damaged the
careers of scores of individuals working
in the film industry. (en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Hollywood_blacklist)
1. Research it: Use Wikipedia
and Google to find out as much as
you can about this era, particularly
the Hollywood Ten, other influential
directors and artists whose careers were
affected by the blacklist, and some of
those who ‘named names’ (i.e. gave
evidence to HUAC against colleagues
– e.g. Walt Disney and Elia Kazan).
2. Wider viewing: This period has
continued to impact on US arts, literature

06

12
and culture, and a number of feature
films have been made which refer either
directly or obliquely to McCarthyism
and the Hollywood Blacklist. In your
own time, look out for some of the
following movies, to understand the
context of paranoia of the time.
The Crucible (1996, Nicholas Hytner,
written by Arthur Miller) uses real-life
16th century witch-hunts in Puritan New
England as an allegory for McCarthyism.
Other allegorical versions include:
• High Noon (Zinneman, 1952)
• The Invasion of the Bodysnatchers
(Don Siegel,1956 )
• Rear Window (Hitchcock 1954)
• Goodnight and Good Luck ( directed
/featuring George Clooney2005)
• The Manchurian Candidate
(Frankenheimer, featuring
Frank Sinatra, 1962)
• The Front (Woody Allen, 1976)
• Hail, Caesar! (Cohen Brothers,
2016) for a light-hearted look
at the studio system and
communism within the industry.
3. Podcast it: In small groups, create
the script for a short podcast about the
influence of McCarthyism and the HUAC
on Hollywood cinema in the 50s and 60s
4. Share it: Use your research
to create an illustrated slide-share,
PowerPoint or document in the
presentation tool of your choice
which could be used to teach
another class about the importance
of this period of US history.
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Billie Jean
Two of the A level
specifications includes
Michael Jackson’s video
‘Billie Jean’ as a set text – and the OCR
GCSE also includes ‘Black or White’.
As Claire Pollard’s article suggests,
Michael Jackson’s career coincided
with both huge technological
changes with the rise of MTV and
improved special effects and with
an emerging identity politics.
Depending on your specification,
chose one of the following tasks (your
teacher can advise you which one) to
research and practice your essay skills:
OCR AS: Compare the media
language and representation
in ‘Billie Jean’ with either:
‘Thriller’ (1983) or ‘Bad’ (1987) or
‘Black and White’ (1991). These videos
demonstrate the way Jackson’s style
and themes developed over the 1980s.
Consider the following keywords
in your answer: iconography; fan
culture; politics and ethnicity; social
and cultural context; regulation.
You could present your comparison
as a slide show, an annotated
set of images, or a video-essay,
editing clips together with a
spoken voice-over commentary.
AQA A Level: Research the political
and cultural context which gave rise
to this video. Use it to inform a close
study textual analysis of ‘Billie Jean’
focusing on one of the following
aspects of the theoretical framework.:
Representation, including the
ideas of Stuart Hall and Paul Gilroy
Media language, including the
ideas of Todorov and Neale.

For the last four years, MediaMag has sung the praises of a the NFTS/
BFI Craft Residential which every Easter sees 66 young people from
all over the UK experience the training programme of a lifetime.
Both Jenny and Claire, your MediaMag editors, have been involved
in the scheme, and we can honestly say that if you are passionate
about film-making it’s an opportunity not to be missed.
The NFTS is one of the most prestigious film schools in the world,
with a huge slate of amazing and influential alumni – and many of
the students who attend this residential move on up into the industry
and forge networks which will last them all their lives. The specialisms
covered include cinematography, direction, screenwriting, producing,
sound recording, editing and production design – a wide variety of
roles and skills, tutored by outstanding professionals and accompanied
by master classes from some of the top names in the business.
Many of the 16 – 19-year-old alumni from previous years have
already made their mark and found jobs in the industry. Several
have also written articles for MediaMag about their experiences
and next steps, so do check out the MediaMag archive.
Here’s one piece about the residential itself:
https://www.englishandmedia.co.uk/media-magazine/articles/19711
Follow this link to find out more about NFTS and the Academy
Residential experience: https://nfts.co.uk/bfi-film-academy
And follow this one for key dates and deadlines, an online application
form, to watch video clips from last year’s alumni and a behind the
scenes video, plus details of the BFI Academy network and other BFI
Academy courses nationwide, from animation to documentary:
www.bfi.org.uk/education-research/5-19-film-educationscheme-2013-2017/bfi-film-academy-scheme/bfi-filmacademy-residential-programme-craft-skills
There’s also a YouTube Academy channel where you can view a
whole range of the shorts produced from the various academies:
www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXvkgGofjDzhwapYCaAiSt0rUuDI-C-6I
So, if you’re a Year 12 or 13 student of A Level Film or Media,
or an applied course such as BTEC or Nationals, and can commit
to two weeks of your Easter holidays, and a pre-residential
weekend on 3rd – 4th March, we urge you to have a go!
But hurry! The deadline for applications
for the NFTS residential is soon: Monday 22nd January
We hope to see some of you there this Easter – and to follow your
progress once you’ve graduated.
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THE RADIO 1
BREAKFAST
SHOW
Whether or not radio is your medium
of choice, it features on all the
A Level specifications – there’s
no escape! Chris Harris provides
a really useful case study for
those studying for the OCR Media
industries and audiences unit.

H

ow much radio do you listen to? And
what type? Ten years ago, Fru Hazlitt,
the boss of GCAP – the then biggest
commercial broadcaster – said that
radio’s digital future was not ‘economically
viable.’ Her view, shared by many media insiders
at that time, was that with the advent of iTunes
and streaming services (Spotify/Apple Music),
one of the unique roles of radio in providing a
soundtrack to our lives would be superseded
by personalised online engagement.
Track forward to 2017 and radio listening in
the UK is at record levels. According to RAJAR
(Radio Joint Audience Research) 90% of the
population tune into radio each week. Incredibly,
48.7 million adults listen to over 1bn hours of
radio weekly. The BBC has a 53% share. The
three main commercial players Global (Capital,
Heart, LBC), Bauer (Kiss, Magic) and Wireless
(talkSPORT, Virgin, Talk Radio) are all thriving.
Internet radio is developing at a pace. Access to
smartphones, tablets and the development of
DAB radio has meant that radio consumption

90% of the
population
tune into radio
each week.
48.7 million
adults listen to
over 1bn hours
of radio weekly.
The BBC has
a 53% share.

and engagement is very strong and
increasingly younger audiences are
accessing it in different ways.
Unsurprisingly, then, radio is back
as a set text, or close study product,
on all the new A Level media syllabi:
Late Night Woman’s Hour (Eduqas),
War of the Worlds (AQA) and the
Radio 1 Breakfast Show (OCR). I have
focused on Radio 1 Breakfast Show’s
The School Run as I worked with my students
on this a while back but my approaches
can be tailored to other products too.
The Radio 1 Breakfast Show is 50 years old
this year. It is the flagship show on Radio 1,
currently hosted by Nick Grimshaw. As with all
BBC products it is informed by the overarching
principles of PSB (public service broadcasting)
and aims to ‘ inform, educate and entertain.’
OCR ask centres to focus on one breakfast
show which is typical of output. The episode
I used aired on 3rd August 2017, but I ‘ve
used details from other programmes too.
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Public domain

Nick Grimshaw
at Radio 1

Industries and Economic Factors
The impact of PSB and the licence fee as a
source of funding is shown by the breadth
of output on the show. For example, the
aforementioned The School Run (a feature where
a celebrity takes unsuspecting students home
from school) was outsourced to a TV production
company, Silver Bullet. The show has transmitted
outside broadcasts from Glastonbury, Wimbledon
and, until this year, the Ibiza weekend. The
licence fee generates far more funding than
advertising and marketing generated by Capital,
Kiss, Heart or Virgin, for example. As a result, OB
(outside broadcast) features have the potential
to be more expansive, creative and developed.
Another important element of the show
is the use of PSB funding to promote
new musical talent. For instance:
• transmissions from Glastonbury
and The Big Weekend;
• utilising The Live Lounge (Radio 1’s
in-house live artist recordings);
• a far more expansive playlist than
its commercial counterparts;
• promoting and developing upcoming
artists from a range of genres e.g. Ratboy,
Circawaves, Ray BLK, Bearsden;
• hosting the annual ‘Sound of the Year’ poll won
in previous years by Adele and Sam Smith;
• promoting artists who appear at the

Reading and Leeds festivals, Radio 1
stage and the BBC Introducing Stage,
The Teen Awards and The Brits;
• promoting ‘BBC Introducing’ artists from
the corporation’s regional programming.

Applying Some Theory
There are generic theories specified by all
the boards, particularly for A2. If you consider
industries and economic factors, you could use
Curran and Seaton’s theoretical positions to
consider whether the Radio 1 Breakfast Show
still has the capacity to be creative and produce
excellent programming given the current costcutting. If you use an aspect of Livingstone’s
and Lunt’s views, you may consider how
and whether the breakfast show is assisting
its listeners in becoming media literate by
encouraging online participation and engaging
through its content within a fast-changing media
landscape. An application of Hesmondhalgh’s
regulation and The Cultural Industries (2002)
position might explore how the dynamics
of creative production within the breakfast
show are affected by Government policy and
funding of the BBC and issues of regulation.

Audience
The lack of commercial pressure also enables
the show to develop its remit of targeting a broad
7
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1967

Tony Blackburn opens the station
at 7am on 30th September.
14 presenters have followed
him including the current
incumbent, Nick Grimshaw.

1970s
1980s
1973

Hugely successful. Audiences
in excess of 24 million.

1993

The then Director General of the BBC,
John Birt, states the station needs
to be more ‘distinctive.’ Matthew
Bannister as Radio 1 controller culls
many of the established presenters.

1994

Radio 1's playlist moves away
from chart-orientated music to
Britpop and less commercial
music. Target audience changed
from 13-40 to 13-25.

1996

Further diversification of music
and development of danceoriented shows for example.

1999

Roadshow ends and becomes
a series of one day concerts
– eventually becoming
‘The Big Weekend.’

2004

Chris Moyles’ Breakfast Show
is a ratings winner with more
broad-based appeal.

2011

Again the station rebrands itself
to become younger and more
distinctive under Ben Cooper. Its
new media offer and strategy is
significantly enhanced under the
‘listen, watch, share’ initiative.

2017

Tony Blackburn and Nick Grimshaw
present special show to mark the
station’s 50th birthday in September.
In October, the BBC report a drop in
listening figures (according to RAJAR)
though controller, Ben Cooper,
argues that Radio 1 still has over
10m subscribers on social media.

Birth of the Radio 1 Roadshow a travelling version of the
show including breakfast show
presenters mainly presented at
seaside resorts around the UK.

The Radio 1 Breakfast
Show develops an
interrelationship
between media
technologies, audience
engagement and
online response.

range of young listeners. When Nick Grimshaw
took over the show, Ben Cooper, controller
of Radio 1, praised the show for reframing its
appeal to a younger audience compared to
that of his predecessor Chris Moyles. He also
pointed out that Radio 1’s ‘listen, watch, share’
strategy which aims to drive Radio 1 content
to the smartphone generation means that
quarterly RAJAR figures are only part of the
story in determining a station’s success.
The Radio 1 Breakfast Show aims to engage
young listeners with a distinctive mix of music
and speech. The voices on the show are varied
and follow the spontaneous multi-presenter
‘morning zoo’ format. There are celebrity guests
(Harry Styles, for example) who jointly present,
but the bulk of the transmission revolves around
Nick Grimshaw with his distinct northern accent,
Tina Daheley, who presents the news in a more
standard, RP (received pronunciation) voice,
and assistant producer Fiona Hanlon who, as
a former media graduate, appeals to a core
demographic of the show: students. Hanlon
exchanges banter with Grimmy about nights
out/celebrity gossip, issues like ‘women are
cooler than men’ and Brooklyn Beckham’s new
tattoo. These entertaining ‘on trend’ segments
are supplemented by occasional presenters –
Sinead Garvan with entertainment news (Justin
Bieber’s message to his fans on cancelling his

Credit: Silver Bullet

Brief History of the
Radio 1 Breakfast Show

8
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Credit: Silver Bullet

The Importance of Online and
Social Participatory Media to the
Radio 1 Breakfast Show

Little Mix doing
the School Run
at HIghams Park
School

North American tour) and Ali Plumb’s weekly
review of films. The news items on the show
beyond major national headlines is focused on
the 15-29 demographic. On the 3rd August,
these were: sexual health services, issues in the
provision of mental health, the England women’s
football team and Justin Bieber’s Instagram page.
There is a variety of output beyond its musical
playlist. An interesting angle is whether the
show constructs or cultivates audiences. There
is a ‘celebrity gamble’ feature where an audience
member can choose a song selected by Nick
or gamble for an unrevealed choice from one
of three celebrities. The eventual decision of
the song chosen is open to the validation (or
not) of the listeners through Twitter. Bruno
Mars and David Guetta’s ‘ Versace On the
Floor’, with its overtly sexual and materialistic
content, is described by Grimshaw as ‘garbage.’
His views are endorsed almost universally
by tweets taken at random. Using audience
theories such as Bandura’s ideas about media
effects, we might consider whether the
Radio 1 Breakfast Show influences its core
demographic in acquiring values, attitudes
and new styles of conduct or discourse.
Similarly, the Radio 1 Breakfast Show’s valuedriven broadcasting can be seen through
Nick Grimshaw’s involvement in Comic Relief,
Sports Relief and Children in Need and more
dynamically through the One Love Manchester
charity event for victims of the Manchester
Arena terrorist attack following an Ariana
Grande concert, which he co-hosted.
Gerbner’s Cultivation theory may also be
applied to consider whether the celebrity
constructions –such as an interview with,
for instance, Katy Perry – cultivate views
and perceptions of reality which audiences
then aspire to or whether they normalise
and demystify her persona for audiences.

Ben Cooper’s vision is to make Radio 1 the
‘Netflix for music radio,’ offering a wide range of
content to young people on demand and across
multiple platforms. The Radio 1 Breakfast Show
clearly targets its audience through the variety
and appeal of its online offer. For instance:
• real time dialogue with audiences
through text, email and social media;
• podcasts of sections of the show
available to download;
• a dedicated YouTube channel hosting
highly shareable, often celebrity-related
content (1.4 billion views as of June 2017);
• social media links Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat
and Facebook (80 million monthly views);
• dedicated video channel of BBC iPlayer;
• audio imaging packages (montage of
show highlights and the online content
played hourly on the show, outsourced
to Contraband Media from 2017).
In this way, the Radio 1 Breakfast Show develops
an interrelationship between media technologies,
audience engagement and online response.
The extent of its online offer is increasingly
instrumental to its reach. An interesting theory
that could be applied here is Andrew Keen’s The
Cult of the Amateur (2007). Much of Radio 1’s
online content, like The School Run, produced
professionally by Silver Bullet TV, has production
values and visual acuity that, in a space where
much output is amateur, seems highly attractive.
I’d suggest that when studying any of the
radio products specified for your exam, it is
essential to listen – and often watch – a range
of other generic radio examples to reflect on
the distinctiveness of what you have been
asked to study. Make links with your local
digital stations. My own school has produced
several mini-projects with East London Radio
and Highams Park Radio. Downloading
Audacity too, and creating your own radio
programme will inevitably give you a wider
sense of the audience, industry and online
factors in creating a radio programme.
Chris Harris is Head of Media at Highams Park School
in London.

9
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Chris Harris interviews Neill
Sullivan, CEO of Silver Bullet
about his career path into
producing branded content
and his current work on
Radio One’s The School Run.

What is branded content?
How did you get
into the industry?
I snuck in the back door! I was working
as a session musician straight out
of university, down in Portsmouth,
playing with a few bands when I got
headhunted by two guys. I asked,
‘Why would I join your band?’ and
they said, ‘Because we’ve got a record
deal.’ So I said, ‘Where do I sign?’
When that all fell apart, as these
things do, I moved to London and
taught and sessioned for a bit. But
then I joined another band and we
were playing a lot of gigs, bringing in
big crowds for promoters in London
who were the ones making all the
money! So we thought: why don’t we
put on our own night? We’ll headline
it and we’ll take all the door money.
We noticed the digital landscape
was changing and as part of a band,
Andy and I were perfectly positioned
to see the gaps in the market. Our lead
singer at the time was head of music at
[the now defunct telecommunications
company] Tiscali so we put on a night
for them and it literally all snowballed
from there. We started with, ‘Can you
record audio for 3 unsigned bands?’ Yes.
We delivered that to them. ‘Can you film
it?’ Yep. ‘Can you book major artists?’
Yep. So quite quickly we went from
putting on our own night with four
unsigned artists to filming with four

cameras, 24-track audio, an artist from
EMI, another from Universal, basically
making programmes for Tiscali. We
then resold those programmes to
Channel Four and started building
our production company from there.
We went on to do loads of sessions
in the digital space for AOL, MSN,
Tiscali, and the BBC, and basically
cornered the online-session market.
That was about 12 years ago; Andy
and I are still business partners today.

So how did you develop
the company to make it
what it is today?
We were approached and bought by
a big venture capital fund, and we
became a more traditional company
doing more telly stuff like the BAFTAs,
Elton John’s 60th birthday in Madison
Square Gardens – really cool stuff – but
we were always more committed to
brands in the digital space. We are far
more interested in the business side
of things and how to be creative in
digital spaces and do exciting things
that push boundaries. Probably 80%
of what we do now is branded work.

Branded content is a form of
advertising that moves away from
old ad format. It’s an exciting time
for brands; they’re in a space where
they can pioneer the whole industry
because they’ve got the money and
when you’ve got people who are
interested in telling stories and are
open to creativity it can be really
exciting. Red Bull, for example, are
excellent at working both sides of
the coin. When people think of Red
Bull they don’t just think of an energy
drink, they think of a Formula One
team, the Red Bull Fighters and their
numerous sports acquisitions and
sponsorships. It’s a brilliant machine.
Probably the best bit of branded
content over the last few years is
The Lego Movie. They’ve made
three worldwide smashes and
it’s basically an advert! It’s a Lego
advert. Those films are brilliant
and that’s when it’s amazing.

The lines between
digital and TV don’t
exist anymore. Younger
generations are
‘platform-agnostic’ –
when they turn the
telly on it’s the same
to them as iPlayer.

10
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So tell us about your
work with Radio 1, specifically
The School Run. How did
that happen?
To me, the BBC Radio team have
always been digital pioneers. We’ve
always had a close relationship with
them; they are very collaborative
in the way they work; they want to
innovate with you, work with you and
they’re very good at putting faith in
trusted partners, like ourselves, who
understand their space and their brand.
There’s a trend now to make editorial
content for radio and one of the
commissioners/executives of the Radio
1 Breakfast Show briefed that they
wanted ideas for programmes that
speak to their particular audience.
So we went in and sold the idea
for The School Run and they said,
‘Yeah, go for it, sounds amazing.'
[The premise of The School Run is
that a celebrity surprises students as
they come out of school. The students
then get to interview the celebrity
as he or she drives them home.]

Why do you think they
bought into your idea
It’s all about how you speak to a
particular audience and demographic
and the Radio 1 Breakfast Show are
very good at it, they know their
audiences and really it’s just about
extending the brand. More and more
kids want to visualise, to see as well
as hear – which is why a camera in
Grimmy’s face while he’s interviewing
someone gets huge numbers.
Demographically The School Run
works because it ticks a lot of the
right boxes. There’s the surprise
element, the editorial element, the
interview element and the fish-outof-water element with the celebrity
actually driving the car. You bring
that all together and it just works.
It’s content you want to see.
Teenagers are clever, the market is
saturated with live music content so
we need to create stuff that’s fresh,
and that they’ve never seen before
and that’s what The School Run does.

How do you choose
the celebrities?

Probably the best
bit of branded
content over the
last few years is
The Lego Movie.
They’ve made
three worldwide
smashes and it’s
basically an advert!
It’s a Lego advert.

Generally, you want the biggest and
the best in the world, so you start from
there and see who you end up with. It’s
all about who is on the promo trail at
the time; an act will only go on if they’ve
got something to sell. We go to the
record labels – there are TV people at
the record labels – or the radio bookers
and you say ‘I’ve got this show, it’s going
out to X amount of people in this period’
and they’ll tell you who they’ve got out
on promo. Or you go in pro-actively and
say, ‘We want Justin Bieber,’ and they
say, ‘You can’t have him.’ Also, the BBC
has a lot of power, so as much as we
need the artists, they need the BBC.

What other branded content
have you done for the BBC?

The great thing
about the BBC
is that you are
less creatively
hamstrung than
you would be
working for a
different kind of
company [nonPSB]. The stuff
you see on the
BBC should
be the stuff
you can’t see
anywhere else.

The great thing about the BBC is that
you are less creatively hamstrung than
you would be working for a different
kind of company [non-PSB]. The stuff
you see on the BBC should be the stuff
you can’t see anywhere else. We’ve
done some straight telly stuff for Radio
1 – a short documentary about the
‘gig-economy’ looking at Uber riders
and how all that works, so quite like
Newsbeat in its tone, quite educational.
We also did three Glastonbury specials
about the best tribute acts of the three
festival headliners – the best Ed Sheeran
tribute act, the best Radiohead, the best
Foo Fighters, which were broadcast
in the lead-up to Glastonbury.

So, where do you think
it’s going next in terms of
your vision and cross platform
consumption?
The lines between digital and TV don’t
exist anymore. Younger generations are
‘platform-agnostic’ – when they turn
the telly on it’s the same to them as
iPlayer. With the likes of Amazon, Netflix
and paid-for on-demand services, the
landscape is changing and they are the
future of the whole idea of planning
your own viewing. They don’t want to
be dictated to about when to watch.
Neill Sullivan was interviewed by Chris
Harris
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In order to break
rules and innovate,
you have to know
what the rules
are – and why
they were made.

Understanding the context
of Johnny Guitar
Roy Stafford explores the social, cultural
and political context of a little-known
masterpiece of the Classic Hollywood era.

ne of the biggest changes in the new A
Level Film Studies is the requirement to
study selected Hollywood films from 193060, the era of the ‘studio system’, or what
some film theorists refer to as ‘Classical
Hollywood Cinema’. But why should you
study films more than 50 years old?
The strongest argument for historical study is that without
a sense of where cinema has come from, it’s difficult to fully
understand where it is now – and where it might go in the
future. For example, in order to break rules and innovate, you
have to know what the rules are – and why they were made.
In a recent tweet a university film teacher was complaining
that applicants to study film seem only to have seen the work
of Nolan or Wes Anderson. The teacher wasn’t impressed.
The specifications list ten studio period films, five in the
Eduqas specification and six in OCR (Vertigo appears in
both). Ideally the film you choose to study will help you
to understand how films were made during the studio
period, how they produced their meanings in aesthetic
terms, and also how social, cultural, political, historical
and institutional contexts influenced their production. To
illustrate what you might learn, I’ve chosen Johnny Guitar
(Republic 1954, dir. Nicholas Ray), possibly the least wellknown title on the Eduqas list; like All That Heaven Allows
on the OCR list, it’s been ‘kept alive’ by serious cinephiles
and scholars rather than mainstream media. But it may be
the title with the most resonances for modern audiences.

The Studio System
The ‘studio system’ was dominated by five fully integrated
major studios that made films and distributed them to their
own cinemas (often the biggest and most profitable cinemas
in major cities). Hollywood was known as the ‘dream factory’
because popular films were made on an industrial scale, just
like Ford cars on a production line. The studios employed
stars, writers, directors and every other kind of creative talent
who were constantly at work on films to supply their cinemas.
The decline of the system was signalled by the ‘Paramount
Decrees’ of 1949, which forced the studios to sell their cinemas
and allow more competition in film exhibition. The system
didn’t fully ‘die’ until the 1960s, but by the early 1950s many
former studio employees had escaped from their contracts
and started to work on independent productions. The new
idea was ‘package productions’ – independent productions
which put together stars, writers and directors to make a
film which was then financed by a studio. Some stars, like
Humphrey Bogart with Santana, started their own production
companies. Burt Lancaster formed a company with his agent
Harold Hecht, and Hecht-Lancaster made some of the best
1950s films. The Hollywood agent became an important
figure; and it was one of the most successful agents, Lew
Wasserman of MCA, who was behind Johnny Guitar.
13
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Three Themes

Wasserman had four clients who between them comprised
an attractive package. The first, Roy Chanslor, wrote a Western
novel, Johnny Guitar in 1953, which he dedicated to the second
client, the actress Joan Crawford. Wasserman’s third client
was the director Nicholas Ray, and his fourth, screenwriter
Philip Jordan. With the four talents ‘assembled’, Wasserman
packaged the production for Republic Pictures [led by Herbert
J. Yates]. Republic was a small studio that had been formed
by merging several even smaller ‘Poverty Row’ studios in the
1930s. It specialised in Westerns, B pictures and serials; it was
the studio that had developed John Wayne as a star in the
1930s. Johnny Guitar was one of a handful of major ‘A’ pictures
by independent directors given higher budgets by Republic.
Nicholas Ray was the archetypal ‘difficult’ director who
struggled with studio managements and instead became
beloved of French cineastes such as
Jean-Luc Godard and François Truffaut.
He’s best remembered for making James
Dean into a Hollywood icon in Rebel
Without a Cause (1955). Ray had worked
in public theatre projects during the
Great Depression of the 1930s, and only
moved into filmmaking with a contract
at RKO in 1947. His theatre roots and
interest in architecture meant that his
films have a very strong visual style, often
involving careful set design and use of
colour, and he became an important
director for early film studies scholars
working on ideas about mise en scène.
Republic had worked with the legendary
director John Ford’s production company,
but never with a director like Ray.
Significantly, for a director who was
interested in colour and set design,
Republic could not afford expensive
Technicolor and used its own colour system, Trucolor, which
created some unusually lurid shades. Johnny Guitar would
be startling in its use of colour, and in several other ways.
Joan Crawford was one of three major female stars during
the studio era (the other two were Bette Davis, strangely not in
any of the ten listed titles, and Barbara Stanwyck, represented
in the list by her femme fatale in Double Indemnity). Each of
them had reached the top in the 1930s, and become icons for
the large audiences of women in the 1940s, especially during
the war when many women became more independent
and sought out strong female characters on cinema screens.
But by the 1950s these stars were struggling to get roles
in A pictures, and all three had moved away from studio
contracts. Crawford was in her late forties when she made
Johnny Guitar, but she was a big star and a great presence.
She’d already re-invented her star persona in Mildred
Pierce in 1945 and she set out to do it again in 1954.

At this point you may be wondering what could be
modern about Johnny Guitar. Let’s consider how its narrative
develops three distinctive themes or ‘discourses’ – topics
for discussion. First – and unusually for a Western – the
story is about a woman. Vienna (Crawford) builds a saloon
outside a small town because she knows that the railroad
is being built to run close by. The townspeople are upset
because she will take trade away from the town, but also
because they suspect that the group of cowboys who
frequent her bar are outlaws. The townspeople are led by
Emma Small (Mercedes McCambridge – an Oscar-winning
actor). The narrative plays with the conventions of the genre,
so the ‘bad’ character (Vienna) is dressed in white for her
confrontation with the seemingly ‘morally correct’ Emma,
dressed in black. There are two women in the lead roles

Photo 12 / Alamy Stock Photo

The Package

and into the mix rides a stranger, ‘Johnny Guitar’, played by
Sterling Hayden. But is he really a stranger? Crawford was ten
years older than Hayden and nearly twenty years older than
Scott Brady playing the Dancing Kid, (one of the cowboys).
Johnny Guitar has been discussed as a ‘proto-feminist
Western’, with women in the roles that drive the narrative.
Less visible is the political discourse in the film. Nick Ray
was known to the FBI as a socialist and a ‘known consort’ of
African-Americans because of his 1930s work. He was also
bisexual and indulged in alcohol and drugs. Overall he was just
about the most terrifying kind of figure for the conservative
American society of the early 1950s, an era when Hollywood
was obsessed with anti-communism. Since the late 1940s and
the beginnings of the Cold War, right-wingers in Hollywood
such as Ronald Reagan and John Wayne had been fighting to
drive out the communists and socialists in ‘their’ industry. In
1947 the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC)
named the ‘Hollywood 10’ – writers, producers and directors
who had refused to answer questions about their political
beliefs or to name other communists. These ten were then
blacklisted by the studios and charged with contempt by
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Roy Stafford hosts The Case for Global Film, a blog discussing
everything that isn’t Hollywood (and a little bit that is). The blog
lists 117 posts on Hollywood. Check them out at https://itpworld.
wordpress.com/category/hollywood/

Everett Collection Inc / Alamy Stock Photo

HUAC, resulting in fines and prison sentences. Over the next
few years many others were blacklisted. The script for Johnny
Guitar was possibly written by one of these blacklisted writers,
whose name did not appear on the film’s credits and who was
‘fronted’ by Philip Yordan. (The fact that this is still disputed
indicates the paranoia of this period.) The narrative sees
Emma instigating the mob of townsfolk to arrest Vienna and
to hang the Dancing Kid (who Emma believes has shot her
brother) – all without real evidence. This action can be seen as
a metaphor for the actions of HUAC and the right-wingers in
Hollywood. The metaphor is strengthened by Ray’s casting of
one of the most prominent ‘communist-chasers’, Ward Bond
(close ally of John Wayne), as the seemingly authoritarian
town leader who is in fact easily swayed by Emma. A further
irony is the casting of Sterling Hayden as Johnny. Hayden
was a war hero who had fought with communist partisans
in Yugoslavia, and who had then ‘named names’ for HUAC,
betraying communists he knew in Hollywood. Johnny Guitar
was just one of several films in the early 1950s that were seen
to be metaphorical in their representations of the struggle
over political beliefs and blacklisting. High Noon (1952) and
The Invasion of the Bodysnatchers (1956) are two more.
The third discourse was not openly recognised until
much later when Johnny Guitar was ‘outed’ as a cult
film celebrated by LGBQT audiences. It’s now seen as
a queer film, a film questioning gender identities and
one ‘excessive’ in its visual and aural splendour.
Johnny Guitar is something else. A primary-coloured
melodrama with costumes to suit a musical and lines to rival
Casablanca, this is also a rule-defying Western where the
hero is a bar-running woman and the baddies are the moral
majority. Vienna (a crazy-eyed Crawford) is a woman with
power, property and looks, she is adored by the men who
work for her, and loathed by the furiously clean-living Emma
(McCambridge). Emma whips the townsfolk into a moral frenzy
and tries to run Vienna out of town. In desperation, Vienna
summons old flame Johnny (Sterling Hayden), who, it turns
out, has given up gunfighting for crooning and likes to wear
pink... ‘Feminism has gone too far,’ the New York Herald-Tribune
apparently said on the film’s release. (From the description
in a 2006 Lesbian and Gay Film Festival programme.)
On its release in the US, Johnny Guitar was dismissed by
critics but performed reasonably well with audiences, who were
bemused but also curious about the presentation of Crawford.
In Europe the film was hailed as a masterpiece. Martin
Scorsese’s excellent short introduction to the restored version
sums up its importance for film history. Watch it on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PAw7y76awqk

Follow it up
The production information
above is taken from:
Eisenschitz, B. 1993. Nicholas
Ray: An American Journey,
London: Faber and Faber

Johnny Guitar was
‘outed’ as a cult film
celebrated by LGBQT
audiences. It’s now
seen as a queer film, a
film questioning gender
identities and one
‘excessive’ in its visual
and aural splendour.
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Eduqas calls
Pulp Fiction ‘the
very epitome of
postmodern film’;
critics have described
it as ‘so vacuous,
so entirely stripped
of any politics,
metaphysics, or
moral interest’.
Mark Ramey defends
the film’s status
as a set text.

‘the very
epitome of
postmodern
film’

arantino surfed into the digital
age on the back of a tsunami of
avidly consumed video nasties
and schlock foreign genre
pictures and as a consequence turned
being a film geek into an art form. He is
now arguably one of the best-known
directors in the world; a maverick
filmmaker with critical credibility and
populist acclaim and no small degree of
controversy attached to his name. He
has written and directed all of his
feature films starting with Reservoir
Dogs in 1992 and has writing credits on
a number of other features such as True
Romance (1993), Natural Born Killers
(1994) and From Dusk Till Dawn (1996).
A trained actor, Tarantino has appeared
in a number of his own films, notably
playing Mr Brown in Reservoir Dogs and
Jimmie in Pulp Fiction (1994). He is a
garrulous film buff, informally educated
via five years’ experience as a
Hollywood video-store clerk in
the late 1980s.
Tarantino often attracts negative
publicity; his films are verbally and
visually violent. Yet his characters are
generally appealing and ‘cool’. Even
monstrous figures are attractive like
gangland enforcers Danny (John
Travolta) and Jules (Samuel. L. Jackson)
from Pulp Fiction or Colonel Lander
(Christoph Woltz) the urbane Nazi
Jew-hunter from Inglorious Basterds
(2009). Tarantino’s films are also wittily
scripted and irreverent; his treatment of
genre and narrative convention is often
subversive. These elements then, plus
bravura set pieces like the ‘Candyland
shoot-out’ in Django Unchained (2012),
or the execution of the Nazi elite
in ‘the cinema fire’ from Inglorious
Basterds, have given Tarantino the

status of postmodern auteur.
Indeed Tarantino’s postmodern
credentials are impeccable: selfreferentiality, pop-culture dialogue,
intertextual referencing, unusual
casting choices, knowing cameos
and homages. His powerful often
diegetic use of pre-existing music
and his revisionist approach to
genre conventions have all become
touchstones of the postmodern style.
Tarantino is now 54 and no longer
the enfant-terrible of film. His style
has now been frequently mimicked
and his work, although frequently
too violent and arch for mainstream
approval, is now absolutely a fixture
of the cinematic landscape. His nine
films have totalled over $1 billion
(adjusted for inflation) at the worldwide
box office, and although not prolific,
Tarantino remains an active filmmaker.
He has suggested he may retire after
his tenth film which leaves two to go
(as he regards Kill Bill: Vol 1 and Kill
Bill: Vol. 2 as one film). Arguably his
postmodern styling has not yet dated.
Some film-fads come and go but his
experimental postmodern style has
had longevity. Indeed his next film,
about cult leader Charles Manson and
his family of murderous disciples, looks
set to further cement his controversial
and iconoclastic reputation.
Manson murdered Hollywood and
the swinging 60s. Tarantino’s new
film may well portend the end of
postmodern irony and pastiche as his
subject matter moves away from the
generically playful and into real life.
Whatever the outcome, it’s good to
see Tarantino finally acknowledged
on the new Eduqas A Level Film
specification: Pulp Fiction is one of the
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Film Form and Plot
Circularity
Tarantino’s experimental use of
film form and narrative construction
is found at play in the opening
and closing sequences where we
witness plot circularity at work.
Thus in the opening sequence we
meet two small-time criminal lovers
(Pumpkin – Tim Roth and Honey
Bunny – Amanda Plummer) who chat
about the etiquette of robbery at
length in a characteristically dialogueheavy scene before they hold up
the diner they’re eating in. This
scene establishes Tarantino’s novel
approach to screenwriting, such as
holding scenes for a long time and
building rich characterisations. Honey
Bunny’s shocking transformation
into a horrifically violent robber is
immortalised in her words, ‘If any of
you fucking pricks move… I’ll execute
every mother-fucking last one of you.’
The end shot also follows the criminal
pairing of Vincent and Jules, who leave
the diner having peacefully dealt with

Honey Bunny and Pumpkin. They
hey
lking
comically exit the building walking
in unison like a comic duo in their
heir
incongruous borrowed clothes.
s. It
seems like every criminal in thee dinerr
(as in the film as a whole) fails to fulfi
fulfill
stereotypical expectations. Indeed
deed we
e
have already seen in a previous
us scene
e
[but later in the storyline] thatt Dannyy
dies at the hands of Butch (Bruce
Willis).
uce Will
is).
The narrative‘s circularity has thus tak
taken
ken
us back to the beginning, although
ough
this time we know what’s to come.
ome.
Tarantino’s wit and his interest
est in
building character through long,
ng,
dialogue-heavy establishing scenes
cenes
that other filmmakers would either
omit or illustrate in montage iss also
demonstrated in the scene where
here we
e
first meet Danny and Jules driving
ving
together on their way to a job.. As in
the diner sequence that precedes
des
this scene the dialogue is rambling
bling
and inflected with cultural references,
erencess,
such as ‘the little differences’ between
n
Europe and the USA, like hash being
legal in Amsterdam (where Tarantino
wrote the screenplay). McDonalds and
Burger King also get namechecked.
The conversation continues to the
next scene as they walk into an
apartment block revolving now around
the nature of TV Pilot shows and the
etiquette of giving foot massages.
Later in the film, Tarantino also
references the Hollywood film industry
when Vincent and his boss’ wife, Mia,
enter a faux-themed restaurant full of
movie and music references such as the
‘Douglas Sirk steak’, Marilyn Monroe
and Buddy Holly waiting staff, and film
posters on the wall. The dance scene
that follows between Vincent and Mia is
a homage to a dance scene in Godard’s
movie Band a part (1964) which is also
the name of Tarantino’s production
company – A Band Apart (1991-2006).
James Woods in his 1994 Guardian
review scathingly noted:

On reflection
I believe
Tarantino is
more subversive.
He doesn’t just
break the rules
of genre, he
humanises genre.
He shows us that
many cinematic
representations
of people are,
at best, inept.

Quentin Tarantino by Gage Skidmore

chosen texts in a unit on experimental
film (1960-2000) with a focus on
narrative and auteurism. Eduqas’
rationale for studying Pulp Fiction is that
it ‘is the very epitome of postmodern
film [which] plays with narrative and
other cinematic conventions in boldly
experimental ways while remaining
entirely accessible.’ (Eduqas A level
Film Specification). The accessibility
of the film certainly aided its popular
acclaim, leading to a 1994 Palme d’Or
at Cannes, followed in 1995 by Golden
Globe, BAFTA and Oscar wins for the
screenplay. When adjusted for inflation,
Pulp Fiction remains Tarantino’s most
successful worldwide release taking
$224 million at the global box office.
Pulp Fiction was also the first
American Independent film to earn
over $100 million at the USA box
office and it heralded the arrival
of 'Indiewood' as a production
phenomenon. Pulp Fiction was the
first major production of Miramax
and the signing of Bruce Willis
guaranteed good overseas sales,
meaning the picture went into profit
on the back of an $8 million budget
even before its international release.

Tarantino represents the final
triumph of postmodernism,
which is to empty the artwork
of all content ... Only in this age
could a writer as talented as
Tarantino produce artworks so
vacuous, so entirely stripped
of any politics, metaphysics,
or moral interest.
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At first glance Woods seems to
have a point. However on reflection I
believe Tarantino is more subversive.
He doesn’t just break the rules of genre,
he humanises genre. He shows us that
many cinematic representations of
people are, at best, inept. Tarantino’s
ability to breathe life into stock
characters like Vincent and Jules is
important then for this very reason
as, no matter how amoral they are,
we find ourselves empathising with
them. Narrative convention too –
with its comforting story arcs, binary
opposites and neat resolutions – is
something Tarantino also challenges:
Vincent dies an inglorious death
exiting a toilet; Marvin is shot by
accident in the car; Jules has a religious
epiphany and gang boss Marsellus
Wallace is raped by a homosexual
sadist. Nothing is done by the book.
Tarantino subverts convention and
unsettles the comfy moral universe of
many genre films but to argue this is
merely style over substance is to miss
the point. Tarantino’s humanist irony is
a moral position by which to view the
world. The old narrative, generic and
cinematic structures may no longer
apply but moral outcomes are still
achievable. Thus in Pulp Fiction, Jules
becomes the good shepherd rather
than the avenging angel; Vincent saves
Mia’s life; Butch outwits Marsellus and
runs off with Fabienne; Marsellus ‘gets
medieval’ on the sadistic rednecks and
Butch retains his father’s gold watch.
All ‘happy endings’ by most standards.
The final scene, where Jules buys the
life of Pumpkin so he doesn’t have to
kill him, is evidence of an emerging
moral depth in the film. As Jules
says, paraphrasing the Bible passage
(Ezekiel 25:17) that he normally
recites to his victims before killing
them, ‘Truth is, you’re weak. I’m the
tyranny of evil men. But I’m tryin’. I’m
tryin’ real hard to be a shepherd.’
Tarantino’s films haven’t changed
the moral or political landscape but
they have certainly shepherded us
into a postmodern film culture.

Glossary
Postmodern
A style of filmmaking that makes
varied use of a number of stylistic
and thematic features such as
intertextuality, self-referentiality,
irony, homage and pastiche.
Postmodern films are often seen as
playful and full of technical trickery
but maybe for that very reason high
on surface-gloss but lacking depth.
Iconoclastic
An iconoclast is a rule breaker,
someone keen to challenge
convention and expectation.
Auteur
An auteur is essentially a filmmaker
(an individual, collaborators or
even a studio) that has a distinct
identity across a body of work.
This identity could consist of
either themes and/or style.
Indiewood
Independent films are traditionally
made outside the studio system
and typically focus on leftfield
subject matter. They are made
on limited budgets and without
the baggage of stars or excessive
spectacle. Indiewood films are made
by companies set up by bigger
film studios (Fox for example set
up the Indiewood company, Fox
Searchlight) and try to emulate the
aesthetic and financial success of
the truly independent film sector.

Tarantino’s
postmodern
credentials are
impeccable: selfreferentiality,
pop-culture
dialogue,
intertextual
referencing,
unusual casting
choices, knowing
cameos and
homages.

from the MM vaults
Jo Zezulka: Tarantino’s
Women, MediaMag 20
Matt Freeman: Royale with Cheese:
Quentin Tarantino and the Bloodletting of Culture, MediaMag 35

Mark Ramey is Head of Film Studies at
Collyers College, Horsham.
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Dancing Michael Jackson illustrations by Ludovic
Gicqueau from The Noun Project

Thirty-five years since the promo video
for ‘Billie Jean’ helped propel Michael
Jackson to super-stardom Claire Pollard
examines its legacy in a brilliant case study
for OCR and AQA A Level Media Studies.
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‘Billie Jean’ was the second single release from
the 1982 album, Thriller, Jackson’s sixth studio
album and, to this day, the best-selling album
of all time. The first single, ‘The Girl is Mine’ – a
duet with Paul McCartney – failed to excite
fans and critics but ‘Billie Jean’ did. And Jacko’s
iconic inimitable performance style can be
traced back to the promo video for this track.

Context

Michael wanted the video to be magical…
he’d seen ‘Don’t You Want Me’, and he liked
the cinematic look and that whole vibe.
Michael wanted this to be a piece of a film,
as opposed to a music video with a story.
In many ways, this was the moment – for Jackson
certainly, but to some extent the music promo
industry as a whole – when the relationship
between film and music video began to be
established. Barron went on to direct Madonna,
David Bowie and eventually moved into features.
This is now a normal trajectory: the British Director
Jonathan Glazer – Sexy Beast (2000) and Under
the Skin (2013) – directed several filmic music
videos for high profile artists of the Nineties
such as Blur and Radiohead before moving
into feature films; Spike Jonze made videos
for Bjork, R.E.M and Daft Punk before making
Being John Malkovitch (1999) and Her (2015).
The budget for the video was $50,000, not
small, but as it turned out not big enough to
accommodate Jackson’s idea that mannequins
in a shop window would come to life and dance
behind him. The record company wouldn’t pay
an extra cent for backing dancers so Jackson
dances alone. When the promo video for ‘Beat
It’ went into production five weeks after the
release of ‘Billie Jean’, the budget was $300,000;

Granamour Weems Collection / Alamy Stock Photo

The video was released in January 1983,
three months after the album release, and was
shot by British director, Steve Barron. Barron
had been making successful videos for The
Jam, Heaven-17 and Joe Jackson, but it was
his video for The Human League’s ‘Don’t you
Want me Baby’ that attracted Michael Jackson’s
interest. According to Barron’s autobiography:

and for ‘Thriller’ it was $2million. It was only with
these bigger budgets that we started to see the
mass troupe of dancers flanking Jackson that
became a feature of so many of his videos.
The record label, as it turned out, were justifiably
cautious with the video budget. When they took
it to MTV they refused to air the video, arguing
that it didn’t suit their ‘middle America’ audience.
Mercifully for Jackson, the president of his record
label, Walter Yetnikoff, threatened MTV saying:
I’m pulling everything we have off the air,
all our product... And I’m going to go public
and fucking tell them about the fact you
don’t want to play music by a black guy.
The threat paid off: MTV rolled over and
‘Billie Jean’ became the first music video by a
black artist to be aired in heavy rotation on the
channel, making it a ground-breaking moment
for the representation of ethnic minorities.
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Media Language
Andrew Goodwin outlines the conventions
of promo videos in his 1992 book Dancing
in the Distraction Factory: Music Television
and Popular Culture. He provides a useful
framework to begin analysing the video.
Genre Characteristics. The video contains
many conventions of the pop genre: lip-synching,
performance interwoven with narrative,
dance routines, high-fashion costume.
Relationship between lyrics and visuals. The
song is apparently based on Jackson’s experience
of fan-girls claiming he or his brothers were the
parents of their babies, mixed in with a missing
persons story that Jackson had purportedly read
in the news at the time. Key lyrics are amplified
through the visuals: the song is about a girl, Billie
Jean. Although we never see her as a character
in the video, we are presented instead with other
images suggestive of females in general with

whom he never comes into contact – the billboard/
screen with a woman’s face displayed on it, the
figure on one side of the double bed at the end.
There are more literal links: when Jackson sings
the stand out line, ‘Then showed a photo of a baby
crying, his eyes were like mine,’ the screen freezes
and a frame appears around the artist’s eyes.
Elsewhere he does a spin as he sings ‘in the round.’
More obvious are the links between audio and
visuals. The promo frequently cuts to the beat.
Flash frames accompany synth-cymbal crashes,
Jackson’s choreography snaps, claps and stamps
to the rhythm, often on a pronounced beat. The
distinctive audio tics –‘ch’, ‘ooo!’ – that we associate
with Jackson (‘shamone’ wasn’t uttered until ‘Bad’
in 1985) are often accompanied by a distinctive
dance move or spin, drawing attention to both.
The video assists the star-construction of the
artist, not so much through the close-ups that you
might expect in other pop videos, but through the
focus on the distinctive dance moves (often shown
three-fold in the frame) which had not been seen
onscreen before. It was shortly after this video was
shot that Jackson did the first moonwalk, stunning
the audience with his performance of, ‘Billie Jean’
at the legendary Motown 25 concert later in 1983.
What looks to us now like a classic Jackson
pose or movement was, at the time, an

innovation. There’s a visual style that begins
here, in ‘Billie Jean’, and develops throughout
the other promos for Thriller. By the time ‘Bad’
was released in 1987 the King of Pop’s iconic
image was cemented in pop-culture history.
The notion of looking can be seen through the
use of the private detective (also an intertextual
reference to Noir film and detective fiction).
Jackson is being watched and followed; a polaroid
camera attempts to capture his image but he’s
elusive, mystical. The audience sees his image
multiplied using split-screen editing, he is frozen or
isolated in a frame-within-a-frame. Towards the end
he is spied through a window by an old woman
in hair-rollers as he ascends a fire escape to stand,
somewhat creepily, at the bedside of a sleeping
figure, where he then becomes the voyeur.

Representation
It’s easy to fit the video to the conventions, but
pinning down a meaning is trickier. Like most
pop music, the narrative element is mysterious;
much is left open to interpretation but what
is interesting here is the way that Jackson is
beginning to construct a narrative about himself
and establish his identity. What Steve Barron
describes as a Midas-touch narrative could, in
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transformed into wearing a white dinner suit.
We can also detect the beginnings of the
ongoing theme of being ‘from the streets’. The
setting in ‘Billie Jean’ is urban, it is night time, litter
blows down dark alleys and fire-escapes. This is the
first in a sequence of videos that explored gangs,
crime, danger and the supernatural. Although
Jackson’s childhood home in Gary, Indiana was
more suburban than urban, there’s no denying
he grew up in poverty. His narrative of being
from the wrong side of the tracks and being
‘not like other guys’ was an important part of his
identity, probably throughout his entire career but
especially in his twenties. If you have 18 minutes
to spare, the extended narrative in Scorsese’s video
for ‘Bad’, which depicts Jackson bidding farewell
to his Ivy League school mates to head back to
the mean streets of his youth, clearly highlights
an ongoing identity crisis for this megastar.

M / Alamy Stock Photo

retrospect be interpreted as the beginnings of
the Messiah-complex that Jackson was criticised
for later his career. The ‘everything-he-touchesturns-to-gold’ idea in this video is fairly innocuous
and it’s sweetly naïve when, in ‘Beat it’, Jackson
pops himself between the ringleaders rival
brawling gangs, does a little dance singing, ‘it
doesn’t matter who’s wrong or right,’ causing
them to come together as a synchronised dance
troupe. But as his career developed and his power
increased, he continued, un-checked, to present
himself as a Jesus-like figure. In 1996 Pulp frontman Jarvis Cocker invaded the stage of Jackson’s
lavish Brit awards performance in protest that
he was depicting himself as having the power
of healing. The genesis of this idea can be seen
at the beginning of ‘Billie Jean’ when his tosses a
coin into (or almost into – slow it down and look
for the clunky edit) the cup of a disheveled tramp
who, as a result of Jackson’s charity, is magically

from the MM vaults
Stephen Hill: The Story of Pop
Music Video, MediaMag 19

Claire Pollard is a Media Studies teacher and editor of
MediaMagazine.
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Virtual and augmented reality are
huge growth areas in the media and
entertainment industries. How far will
they revolutionise our media consumption,
communication and creativity, and can
they really provide us with innovative new
experiences? Jenny McNulty investigates.

irtual and augmented reality are the
two biggest growth areas in the
media and entertainment industries.
2016 saw the first billion dollar
investments in the technology surrounding virtual
reality; in 2017 it’s predicted that £300 million will
be invested in VR content such as 360-degree
gaming,videos, VR film and television. Will this
new technology revolutionise the way we
consume the media, how we create media
content, communicate, advertise and present
ourselves? And can it deliver on its promises to
bring new and immersive experiences
to the audience?
Steven Spielberg’s upcoming sci-fi film
Ready Player One is an adaptation of the
successful Ernest Cline young adult novel set
in 2044. It tells the story of Wade, a member
of a futuristic dystopian society where the
reality of a toxic environment and energy
shortages is so intolerable that the citizens of
this society choose to live in an online virtual
world – the OASIS, created by a Steve Jobs/
Bill Gates-type figure. Citizens access the OASIS
through visors, haptic suits which provide
mechanical stimulation such as vibrations
etc to the user, and the OASIS console.
This virtual world offers users, through their
online avatars, access to education through
virtual classrooms, entertainment such as films,
TV programmes, and music, and also a MMORPG
(Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game
like World of Warcraft), offering their avatars a
multitude of worlds where they can play as if
part of a huge online game, winning points,
using magic and collecting weaponry.
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Will this new technology
revolutionise the way we
consume the media?
And can it deliver on its
promises to bring new and
immersive experiences
to the audience?

Wearable Tech – Coming to a Store
Near You
It’s claimed that the best science fiction is
based upon reality; and many contemporary
tech-giants such as Google, Microsoft, Sony,
Samsung and ACER are already releasing
technology that will allow ubiquitous
computing (aka ubicomp). This is a concept
in Computer Science that means computing
that appears anywhere and all the time.
‘Wearable’ tech or wearable computers
are now increasingly common and visible
in society through the release of SMART
watches and in the form of virtual reality (VR)
headsets, visors or glasses such as Google
Glass. The ubicomp concept also includes
computer consoles on everyday objects
such as refrigerators and washing machines,
also known as ‘The Internet of Things.’
The first VR headset announced was the Oculus
Rift, financed through a $2 million Kickstarter
campaign in 2012, and subsequently bought by

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg for $2 billion
in 2014 (See MediaMag 51); in 2013 Google
released Google Glass augmented reality glasses,
while December 2014 saw the Samsung Gear
smartphone-powered VR headset, powered by
Oculus technology. In 2015 The Sony PlayStation
VR and Microsoft HoloLens MR headset were
released, with the Oculus consumer-edition
headset released in 2016. Dearer versions need
to be connected to a computer to run apps
and games, while the cheaper versions use a
mobile phone connected to the headset such
as Google Cardboard and the Samsung Gear
VR. Future versions, such as the HoloLens, will
be self-powered, self-contained computers.
These headsets offer virtual reality (VR),
augmented reality (AR) or a mixture of the two:
mixed reality (MR). VR is where the real world
is replaced with a simulated one, and you feel
you are immersed within it. Your movements
are tracked and real-world gestures are
recreated in the game or app’s environment.
AR is different in that you can see the real
world, but images or display screens float in
your field of vision, enhancing your view of
reality. These are created by an ‘enhanced
environment’ app such as desktop style apps,
notepad apps, TV apps or even Skype.
AR can also be accessed through mobile
phone cameras, with AR games becoming
increasingly popular, as evidenced by the
success of Pokémon Go! in 2016. (See MediaMag
60)The new Microsoft HoloLens offers mixed
reality with interactive AR holograms with
surround-sound from speakers in the visor.
This vision of the future of the media is not
new. Spielberg’s 2002 film Minority Report
predicted the future of computing, showing
Tom Cruise’s detective John Anderton using
AR computer systems to track down potential
killers. The Brian Singer-produced YouTube TV
series H+ visualised a future where one-third
of the population of Earth were implanted
with a computer that connected their
minds with the internet 24 hours a day, with
augmented reality becoming the norm.

VR – What Is It Good For?
Virtual reality is seen as a new way to engage
audiences in everything from music to games
and film, and is currently the biggest growth
area in the entertainment industries; upwards
of 40 million users was predicted in 2016.
VR could add $7bn (£5.4bn) to film-industry
revenues this year; by 2021, that figure might
have risen 10-fold. (BBC News, July 2017)
Gaming has been the first industry to engage
fully with VR. The technology works particularly
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well with FPS (first person shooter)-style games
such as Resident Evil, Fall Out and Batman
Arkham VR. Hundreds of developers are currently
creating apps, films and 360 degree videos for
YouTube and Facebook. Facebook’s acquisition
of Oculus Rift suggests that they believe that
the technology has potential beyond gaming.
News: Within the news media the New
York Times has its own VR app that drops the
audience member right into news events. They
currently offer an immersive VR film about
children’s lives in a war zone and a VR film of
the vigils in Paris after the recent terror attacks.
This has galvanised many working within
the news industry to develop their own:
The newspaper wanted to discover new
and exciting ways to tell stories. VR
compels you to think in a completely
different way about journalism which
has to be a good thing – but the
practicalities are complicated.
Zillah Watson, BBC News

Journalists predict first-person news broadcasts
where the audience will be involved directly
in the action or news report taking place.
TV: Within the television industry, the BBC
is also developing VR projects such as TV
programmes that you watch with Google
Cardboard, such as Angie’s Party, involving direct
VR interaction with the party, and Rome’s Invisible
City, involving a 3D VR tour of Rome’s Pantheon
and underground quarries. The VR tie-in to
the series Mr. Robot (Mr. Robot VR), created by
VR company Here Be Dragons, is a 13-minute
narrative that acts as a prequel to the series,
and offers audiences a new way to experience
the original world of the TV programme.
The Advertising Industry is also now exploring
the potential of VR to transport consumers into
environments such as holiday resorts, music gigs
or sporting events. Merrell, the hiking boot brand,
recently created a VR advert that made audiences
feel as if they were walking over a rickety mountain
bridge, while Nike allowed its audience to step
into the boots of Brazilian soccer star Neymar.
It’s a tool to tell a powerful story in a
way that’s much more personal and up
close than we’d normally be able to.

VR is where the real world
is replaced with a simulated
one, and you feel you are
immersed within it. Your
movements are tracked
and real-world gestures
are recreated in the game
or app’s environment. AR
is different in that you
can see the real world,
but images or display
screens float in your
field of vision, enhancing
your view of reality.

Pexels

Linda Boff Chief Marketing Officer,
General Electric
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So What Will Happen to Audiences?
In the 1960s, Canadian media theorist
Marshall McLuhan argued ‘The medium is
the message.’ He believed that new media
technologies changed society, He focused on
the form of the technology or media (e.g. the
printing press, TV, film) rather than its content,
and suggested that new forms of media bring
about new forms of interpersonal interaction,
which can be seen clearly in the development
of The Internet. He believed that the move
from print to electronic media would create
a ‘Global Village’, and shared ethos, but also
susceptibility to the controlling powers which
own this technology – for example, Google.
These ideas seem particularly interesting in
relation to the development of virtual reality.
VR clearly offers shared online experiences
in gaming, social media etc; however it
also has the potential to create a barrier
between the user and reality, in which family
members all separately consume media in
their own self-contained virtual worlds.

Problems with the New Technology
Google Glass glasses have attracted
considerable criticism in relation to safety and
privacy issues. One of its key features is a camera
attached to the specs that facilitates AR but can
also take photographs and record footage. Many
wearers of the glasses complained of feeling
uncomfortable and exposed, with negative
reactions from people around them. Glass was
mocked widely by the tech community and
was a commercial failure on its first release.
Many VR headsets have
also caused motion
sickness in some wearers.
VR’s success will
probably be limited until
the technology becomes
cheaper; Google Glass costs
£1000, the Oculus Rift £500
and the Microsoft HoloLens
$3000. The headsets need
to become less clunky
and more wearable,
and must also offer MR; visor-like headgear
is not yet socially acceptable
Pexels

VR movies: The interest in VR cinema has
also been growing. Hollywood Studios such
as Fox, Warner Bros. and MGM are significantly
investing in the Spielberg startup Dreamscape
Immersive, which aims to create VR cinemas
in US shopping malls. Warner and IMAX have
partnered to fund VR experiences for three
upcoming films, and DC will be inviting fans
to join an all-encompassing virtual reality
experience involving ‘becoming’ Batman, Wonder
Woman, The Flash, Aquaman, and Cyborg. The
VR experience will be rolled out in stages from a
smart phone app, an IMAX VR film and a full VR
headset experience, leading up to the release
of the Justice League film in November 2017.
Disney has invested $66 million in Jaunt,
producer of tools for VR content; and in
2016 Ridley Scott created a spin-off VR
short film linked to his recent film Alien:
Covenant, in which audiences experience
the chest-buster alien gestating inside a
human body. Many online critics claimed it
was better than the actual feature film!
Learning: VR’s potential for educational
use is also being explored, with apps such
as HoloAnatomy and history programmes
where you become part of the action. The UK
engineering, architectural and manufacturing
industries are already using AR headsets on
building sites and on car production lines.

People watching news basically don’t
want to put on a headset. It’s a problem
– though technology will develop.
In 2017, VR is about a headset which
you strap to your skull. But a couple
of years from now it could be glasses
or some new kind of contact lens.
There’s lots being written about virtual
reality and I’m sure some predictions
will prove completely wrong. But VR
is almost totally unexplored which is
why it’s an amazing opportunity.
(Roman Rappak – VR Musician)

Jenny McNulty is Head of Media Studies at St Mary's
College, Blackburn.

from the MM vaults
Damian Hendry: Virtual
Reality, MediaMag 51
Matt Kaufman Google Glass: A case
study in globalisation, MediaMag 47
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Lauren Laverne by Suki Dhanda
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O
HOUR

LATE NIGHT WOMAN’S

Listening out for the audience

Neil Paddison explores audience and industry issues in
this timeline analysis of the set text episode.

B

BC Radio 4’s Late Night Woman’s Hour
is a set text for the new Eduqas A Level
Media Studies. Students are asked to
study a specific episode: the ‘Home’
edition of the programme from 28 October
2016, focusing on audiences and industries.
The specification requires that ‘learners should
not engage in analysis of the textual features
of the set products, but should study them as
examples of the relevant industry and audience
issues that they illustrate.’ So this will not be
a traditional semiotic analysis of the LNWH
podcast; nevertheless, to access the full mark
scheme you’ll need to offer detailed examples
from the episode. In other words, when trying
to explain how the BBC meets the needs of
LNWH’s specialised audience, you’ll need some
specific references to the podcast’s content.
A good approach to studying any podcast is
to first listen to the whole show uninterrupted,
then listen again and make notes, pausing and
rewinding as necessary to check quotations.
Especially in the opening ten minutes of
any podcast, audience issues are key:
• how is the audience addressed,

• how does the content make it clear
who the intended audience is,
• and how might audiences respond?
It’s also worth asking what we mean by
the term ‘audience’ in the digital age, taking
into account ‘end of audience’ theories
such as those presented by Clay Shirky
(see the Goom comic strip in MM59).

00:00-00:20
In the first 20 seconds, host Lauren Laverne
introduces the topic for this edition: Home. She
makes an intertextual reference to Game of
Thrones, indicating who might be listening to
LNWH. Following the conventions of magazine
journalism, a series of questions are raised:
‘Are you creating a nest to hibernate for the
winter? What does home mean to you?’ Using
a direct mode of address involves the listener
and establishes the theme for the following
discussion. Raising questions also suggests
they may be answered during the course of
the show. When highlighting the fashionable
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concept of ‘hygge,’ Laverne presents a binary
opposition to suggest reasons for its popularity,
positioning the listener to frame their own
response within a preferred reading of the text:
is it ‘genius marketing or emotional need?’

00:20-00:40
The guests are introduced as, ‘podcaster and
crafter, Helen Zaltzman… Rachel Hurdley, research
fellow in the School of Social Science at Cardiff
University… Susie Orbach, psychotherapist
and author… Trine Hahnemann, chef and
author.’ What might this range of guests tell
us about the audience of LNWH and the BBC’s
role as a public service broadcaster? They are
all female, and together represent a diverse
range of highly skilled occupations. Arguably
this offers a positive representation of women,
reflecting the BBC’s commitment to diversity
and equality, providing balance against other
BBC male-dominated shows. Presenter Lauren
Laverne is also an aspirational role model as one
of the BBC’s ten most highly-paid female stars,
earning a reported £300,000-£349,999 per year.
However, during the recent controversy over
the gender gap in pay at the BBC, interestingly
Laverne did not join female colleagues who
signed an open letter calling for more equal pay.

00:40-04:20

The hygge trend is explored in detail. Part of
the BBC’s stated mission is to ‘educate’ and
this is reflected in the spelling out of the word
‘hygge’. Laverne manages the discussion to keep
it lively and entertaining, paraphrasing Trine
Hahnemann’s comments, saying it’s ‘fundamental
to Danish culture.’ Laverne also links points
together and offers enthusiastic reactions to
further position listeners: ‘it’s so interesting.’

homes’ and comparisons are made with British
culture and its history as having started simply
and extending in a vague way to encompass
lots of ‘Scandiwegian’ elements. The references
to British culture reflect Radio 4’s UK audience;
the references to other nationalities reflect the
potential global audience for this programme.

06:40-08:00
The ideas become more complex
as guests discuss reasons for the
popularity of the hygge ideal:
‘In a way we’re in a period that’s a bit like the
fifties. It’s a kind of retrenchment of the home
or the domestic and of femininity in a particular
form.’ Laverne asks whether hygge is increasingly
popular as a reaction to digital culture, and links
this to her reasons for wanting to do the show.
Here, Laverne helps to construct her audience as
being in touch with digital culture and technology.
Fans of Laverne may also make a connection
between her references to culture and her role
as a presenter on BBC Two’s The Culture Show.

In the opening ten
minutes of any podcast,
audience issues are key:
how is the audience
addressed; how does
the content make it
clear who the intended
audience is; how might
the audience respond?

04:20-04:45
A range of complex vocabulary, which is not
glossed, suggests listeners are well educated:
‘egalitarian… not big on hierarchy.’ However the
discussion is not so niche as to be highly academic,
and helpful comparisons are made by guests, with
one asking if hygge is ‘like a socialist cosiness?’

Laverne asks Rachel Hurdley about her writings
on the topic of the ‘Scandiwegian dream.’ Hurdley
talks about the ‘ubiquitousness of IKEA in people’s

Pexels

04:45-06:40
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08:00-10:00
‘When you’re preparing your food, you take
a snapshot.’ Many listeners may identify with
this reference to social media and the idea of
posting or sending images. Clay Shirky’s notion
of ‘cooperation’ and the way modern audiences
are ‘changing their behavior to synchronise’
with one another is implied here. Alternatively,
if we apply Stuart Hall’s encoding/decoding
model (See Goom’s comic strip in MM52), an
oppositional reading of this statement might
be that the guests (or editors of the show) are
trying too hard to make LNWH seem relevant to
a youthful, technologically-minded audience.
Laverne references a popular philosophical
question: ‘if a tree falls in a forest and nobody
is there to hear it, does it make a sound?’
(attributed to Bishop George Berkeley). She
jokingly asks, ‘If you craft something or make
something without Instagramming it, does it
exist?’ Fans may connect with this example of
Laverne’s playful and humourous presentational
style as part of her established image.

By this point in the podcast, given the
‘late night’ titling and time slot, the audience
has been clearly defined and positioned as
female, well-educated, and adult. The late
time slot could suggest that the programme
has been sidelined; but it is a spin-off from a
long-established daytime show, so conversely
it highlights the strength of the Woman’s
Hour brand and extends its reach beyond the
traditional established audience. Contextually,
although the cosy subject matter of this podcast
may seem trivial, it’s worth noting that other
editions of the programme have covered
more controversial topics, and dealt frankly
with adult themes such as sex and sexuality.

16:00-17:00

Later in the podcast the topic shifts to women’s
roles in the home and their origins in the ideals
of ‘white anglo-saxon protestant men.’ Here the
podcast is dealing directly with issues of ideology,
and Laverne reinforces her image as modern and
irreverent when she reacts to the suggestion
that historically women were expected to show
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The complex
language and
intertextual
references
used also
suggest an
older audience.

‘virtue, purity, piety and domesticity’ by saying
‘I’m not doing very well with any of those... Fail,
fail...’ This provokes laughter from her guests and
possibly the audience at home, who may identify
with this rejection of traditional feminine roles.

34:25-38:30
Laverne sums up discussion of ‘hygge’ by
suggesting it is ‘part of this new domesticity,’ and
asking her guests if they agree. Conversation then
moves on to representations of the domestic
on TV, with oblique references to Nigella
Lawson’s book How to be a Domestic Goddess
(2000) and discussion of representations on
The Great British Bake Off. It might be argued
that here the age range of the intended
audience is broadened; although younger
listeners may not be familiar with the phrase
‘domestic goddess’ and its connotations, the
audience of TGBBO has a wide age range.

44:00-45:28

the numerous references to digital culture and
social media suggest a culturally sophisticated
and technologically aware modern audience.
Whilst it is beyond the scope of this article to
analyse the Woman’s Hour website and the social
media output associated with LNWH (e.g. Lauren
Laverne’s Twitter feed), it’s worth choosing some
examples of these to use in an exam answer, as we
have done here for the podcast. When writing in
the exam it is also worth commenting on how the
way the podcast is accessed on the BBC’s website
might help to further position listeners. For
instance, the recent move to require users of BBC
iPlayer to register and log in might be considered
here, as currently there is no requirement for
logging-in to play or download podcasts. What
does this suggest about the value of radio/
podcasts, and a possible implied hierarchy of
media forms? For LNWH perhaps it helps to
promote the show as a niche product, but one
that gives a taste of the diverse range of products
the BBC has to offer to its global audience.
Neil Paddison is Head of Media Studies at Boston
High School in Lincolnshire.

In closing the programme, Laverne asks her
guests to pick a ‘box-set’ that they might cosy
up with this winter. One guest reacts, ‘I think
that’s a bit old-fashioned, box-sets,’ potentially
aligning with a digitally savvy audience
(perhaps implying a younger audience).
With no ad breaks, music, jingles, or other
diversions from the discussion, this podcast
demands listeners’ attention to an extent that is
unusual for a youth-oriented programme. The
complex language and intertextual references
used also suggest an older audience, whilst
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CURRAN
AND

SEATON
Nick Lacey explores the work of
James Curran and Jean Seaton, set
theorists across all the Media Studies
specifications, and applies their ideas to
the ongoing empire of Rupert Murdoch.

A

few years ago, on the first
day I started working for
Yorkshire Post Newspapers
(in advertising sales) we
‘newbies’ were given a tour of the
building. Our guide explained that the
purpose of newspapers was to ‘inform
the public’. I’m sure she believed that
statement; however I would argue it
was pure propaganda. The purpose
of newspapers is to make a profit and
influence government policy. (One
significant exception is the Guardian,
which is slightly different as it’s
operated by a trust and is not required
to make a profit for shareholders). That’s
not to say newspapers cannot work
for the public good (see ‘The State of
the Fourth Estate’, MM 24) but arguably
their prime agenda is to promote their
proprietors’ interests. For evidence of
this we must turn Curran and Seaton.
James Curran and Jean Seaton are
two of the key ‘theorists’ in the new
Media Studies A Level specifications.
Their book Power Without Responsibility:
Press, Broadcasting and the Internet
in Britain, published by Routledge,
reached its 7th edition in 2009 (all
quotes refer to this edition). It is an
influential book because it shows,

Is Rupert
Murdoch ‘fit and
proper’ to run
Sky Television?

through historical analysis, that those
who control news organisations have
a massive influence on society. Curran
and Seaton challenged the consensus
view that newspapers operated in
a ‘market democracy’ and so were
‘independent of political parties and
hence government’. By using Rupert
Murdoch’s newspapers as an example,
they demonstrated how he had a
profound effect on government policy.
Students studying Eduqas’
specification are asked to apply Curran
and Seaton’s ideas to the Times and the
Daily Mirror. Murdoch is the proprietor
of the right-wing, Conservativesupporting The Times, so there is useful

continuity between Power Without
Responsibility and the spec. The Daily
Mirror is a political contrast to The Times
as it usually supports the Labour party.
In summary:
…[Murdoch] has at every
opportunity promoted
right-wing views and
causes, yet has always been
willing – when his economic
interests were significantly
involved – to draw back and
make compromises. (75)
One of Murdoch’s compromises was
to support Tony Blair’s ‘New Labour’
party, which won the 1997 General
Election, ensuring he had political
influence for the following 13 years of
Labour government. Be aware, though,
that it’s highly unlikely that Corbyn’s
Labour will curry favour with Murdoch!
In the 1980s Murdoch had switched
his focus to America with his purchase
of 20th Century Fox – see box. In order
to create Fox Broadcasting, Murdoch
(an Australian) was forced to take
American citizenship, as non-Americans
were not allowed to own television
stations. Since then, he has used Fox
News to promote ‘right-wing views and
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The companies
controlled by
Rupert Murdoch
are split between
News Corp and
21st Century Fox

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blue Sky Studios
20th Century Fox Television
Fox Star Studios
Fox
FX Networks
Fox News Channel
Sky plc (currently 39%)
Endemol Shine Group (50%)
20th Television
Fox Television Stations
National Geographic Partners (73%)
Fox Sports Networks
Hulu (30%)
YES Network (80%)
TrueX
STAR TV
Fox Digital Entertainment
FoxNext

causes’; it is often seen as a mouthpiece people are increasingly getting their
for the right-wing Republican Party. As news via Facebook and Twitter. In
Curran wrote in Media and Democracy:
the UK, Sky Television is 39% owned
by 21st Century Fox and in March
[politically] Conservative senior
2017 Murdoch attempted, for the
executives and journalists
second time, to buy Sky outright.
were put in place to orientate
He had been forced to withdraw
Fox News so that it echoed
his first bid, in 2011, after it was
the political prejudices of its
revealed that the News of the World
principal owner. (2011: 23)
newspaper, which he subsequently
Fox News was available in the UK
closed, had illegally hacked missing
on the Sky network until last August,
schoolgirl, Milly Dowler’s phone.
when it was withdrawn. Sky claimed
Court cases are still on-going
this was because of low ratings,
regarding Murdoch newspapers’
but it is more likely to have been
phone hacking of hundreds of
connected to Murdoch’s bid for Sky
people’s phones, particularly those
Television (see below). It was strange
of celebrities. (See MM 38 and 48)
that Fox News could broadcast in
Democratic countries recognise
the UK, because UK law requires
the need for media plurality; in other
broadcast news to be impartial. With
words, for the public to have access
Fox’s blatant bias you would expect
to a diverse range of news sources
it to have fallen foul of Ofcom, the
to draw on. Because Murdoch owns
media regulator. Yet whilst Ofcom has
The Sun, The Times and The Sunday
occasionally ruled against Fox – for
Times newspapers, it is argued that
example in the reporting on the EU
if he is able to fully control Sky News
Referendum last year – its coverage
he will have too much influence over
went generally without censure.
the UK news agenda. And if Murdoch
Television news is still arguably the
acquires complete control over Sky, It
most powerful way of influencing
is also possible that the news channel
public opinion, even though young
will become like Fox and, like his

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Sun
The Times
The Sunday Times
New York Post
Wall Street Journal
Plus many newspapers
in Australia;
TV companies;
magazines and
Harper Collins books

newspapers, pursue an agenda that
favours his business interests over
informing the public. At the time of
writing, the Culture Secretary Karen
Bradley has just taken a courageous
line in referring the bid to the
Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) to judge whether acquiring Sky
would give Murdoch too much control.
Market dominance is only one area
to be considered in the Sky takeover.
Ofcom had to look at whether the
organisation was ‘fit and proper’ to hold
a broadcast licence. Illegal behaviour,
such as phone hacking, is obviously
not ‘fit and proper’; in addition in
America, during 2017, a series of
lawsuits (and resignations) regarding
sexual harassment of female presenters
by their superiors suggested that Fox
News was also neither ‘fit nor proper’. In
the event, Ofcom – recently described
in the Guardian as so toothless as to
be ‘the regulatory equivalent to Ross
from Friends’ – noted these problems
at Fox, but decided they were not
sufficient enough to prevent the bid on
moral grounds. However, after Ofcom’s
announcement it was revealed that
Fox News had colluded with Donald
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Trump’s administration to blame
a murdered Democrat for leaking
information that may have helped
Trump win the American election. This
served as a smoke-screen to deflect
the blame from the Russians who
appear to have aided Trump’s victory.
The Fox story fabricated quotes and,
in the end, had to admit it wasn’t
true. Once again, this suggested
that 21st Century Fox was not a ‘fit
and proper’ organisation to hold a
broadcast licence (see Ruddick, 2017).
There is little to suggest that Curran
and Seaton’s earlier findings – that
Murdoch uses his news organisations
for his own gain – has changed. If
the bid for Sky is successful it would
further consolidate Murdoch’s
power over news in the UK.
It’s not all doom and gloom though.
Curran believes the days of influence
of the tabloid press at least are
over. In the May General Election:
the ancient bazookas controlled
by Murdoch, Dacre and other
press oligarchs were trained
on Corbyn and McDonnell
but their campaign failed

because the British press is
more distrusted than any
other press in Europe. (2017)
Maybe in the aftermath of the
phone-hacking scandal and the
Leveson Report, the British press is
distrusted; but British television news
is not. If Murdoch turned Sky News into
a UK Fox News, then he would more
readily be able to spread propaganda
for the Conservative Party and to
lobby for his own interests. Hopefully
the bid will be disallowed; but history
suggests that Murdoch gets his way
because politicians know that if they
stand up to him his newspapers will
attack them. Maybe the public should,
like the citizens of Liverpool over
The Sun’s disgusting coverage of the
Hillsborough disaster, stop buying
his newspapers. And, if he buys Sky
outright, perhaps they should cancel
their satellite TV subscriptions.
Nick Lacey is a Film and Media Studies
teacher, text book author and regular
contributor to MediaMag.

Follow it up
James Curran (2011) Media
and Democracy (Routledge)
Professor James Curran (2017) ‘The
day the myths of press power and
the centre ground died’, the Guardian
letter, 11 June, available at: www.
theguardian.com/politics/2017/
jun/11/the-day-the-myths-of-presspower-and-the-centre-ground-died
Graham Ruddick (2017) ‘Fox News
story sparks calls for further scrutiny
of Murdochs’ Sky bid’, the Guardian,
7 August, available at: www.
theguardian.com/media/2017/aug/07/
fox-news-story-sparks-calls-forfurther-scrutiny-of-murdochs-sky-bid
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Harry Cunningham: Hacking: The
Story So far..., MediaMag 48
Rona Murray: Hacked to Death:
How Humble Pie arrived on
Murdoch’s Menu, MediaMag 38
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IvanCEs DeviantArt

Triple A games always trip at the hurdle
of becoming film blockbusters, but why is
that? Here, Nick Samsworth suggests that
failure to understand the tenets of interactive
storytelling and a desire to adapt iconography
with a large sales report attached, have
crafted the fail-state that is the game-to-film
adaptation market.
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Modern
developers make
games ‘cinematic’
in a bid to appear
to be a more
legitimate art-form
(whatever that is)
meanwhile letting
game-play suffer.

For video games, genre
is game-play; modes of
player agency. It isn’t
concerned with the
‘what’, but the ‘how.’

Hitman: Blood Money (2006), Mission 1. I control Agent
47, who incapacitates a guard, dons his uniform, and uses
the disguise to sabotage a wine store, distracting the
compound’s staff and security. He slips through a window
and silently approaches drug-lord Delgado as he gazes off
the balcony, masterfully playing Bach on the cello. Delgado
is sedated and bundled off the balcony to his death: no
witnesses. I retrieve 47’s suit and vanish from the scene.
I earn the ‘Silent Assassin’ trophy rank. I am pleased.
Nine years later, the franchise’s second film adaptation;
Hitman: Agent 47 (2015) has the heroes instead
endeavour to delicately sneak through a skyscraper
window using a roaring helicopter. This 47 probably
wouldn’t earn ‘Silent Assassin’. I am displeased.
Such is the reputation of game adaptations that the
film’s failure surprised precisely nobody. Try as they may
– and they have for twenty-odd years – the film industry
persistently fails to capture the spirit of gaming, often
losing elements that formed part of their mass appeal.
The Super Mario Bros. film from 1993 turned the bright,
cheerful world of Nintendo’s flagship franchise into a
dimly lit sci-fi dystopia starring Dennis Hopper as Bowser;
the film adaptation of Silent Hill (2006) takes a series
influenced by Japanese and American psychological
horror, completely eschews the whole ‘psychological’
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lies in gaming’s approach to narrative itself. Ben Croshaw,
of online games magazine The Escapist, says three
main pillars make a game successful; the ‘Three C’s’.
• Challenge: Not just the game’s degree
of difficulty, but also whether or not the
game-play is approachable, innovative, or
has evolved over the course of a franchise.
• Catharsis: Sights, sounds and sensations that
provide instant gratification.
Can be as visceral as the kick of the shotgun
when you blast a demon in the Doom reboot
(2016), or as mundane as seeing an anime
housewife’s eyes light up when you chop
carrots properly in Cooking Mama (2006).
• Context: Why is the player doing what
they are doing? This is the narrative aspect
of the game; traditionally told through
a series of in-game ‘cut-scenes’ (short
video or slideshow sequences), but also
the use of vocal and motion-capture
performance, aesthetics, music etc.
As games evolved, expanded emphasis
on story and character began to manifest,
with extensive dialogue in RPGs such as
Everett Collection Inc / Alamy Stock Photo

thing in favour of a generic but gory evil-cult plot.
Prince of Persia: Sands of Time (2010) stars a white guy.
It works both ways. Modern developers make games
‘cinematic’ in a bid to appear to be a more legitimate
art-form (whatever that is) meanwhile letting game-play
suffer. While entertaining, the works of auteur game
directors David Cage (Heavy Rain (2010), Beyond: Two
Souls (2013)) and Hideo Kojima (Metal Gear (1987-present))
are so cut-scene-heavy they play like the movies
the directors would probably rather be making.
Despite the obvious similarities between the two
art forms, the crossover of audience and obvious
financial reasons for adapting gaming content, film
studios seem unable to deliver successful adaptations.
The issue here might not be that films don’t get video
games, but that, at least right now, they literally can’t.
For film, genre is narrative and setting; storytelling
elements, character archetypes, familiar worlds and
iconography. Generic conventions are used to inform the
viewer of what to expect from a film in terms of narration,
tropes and plot. For video games, genre is game-play;
modes of player agency. It isn’t concerned with the ‘what’
but the ‘how’. This is the distinction between viewer and
player. The Halo (2001-present) game series is military
sci-fi and Call of Juarez: Gunslinger (2013) is styled after
spaghetti westerns; distinct filmic genres, but they
share a game-play genre: FPS or first-person shooter.
While film genres are able to be faithfully transferred
into games without incident, game-play genres cannot
exist in a non-interactive medium. The Hitman films
can’t execute the game franchise’s trademark longwinded social-stealth mechanics, so they adapt the
largely dissonant box-art of ‘bald man with two pistols’,
instead; cue superfluous gunfights and helicopters
dropping secret agents through windows.
The reason game genre and narrative are disconnected

While film
genres are able
to be faithfully
transferred into
games without
incident, gameplay genres
cannot exist in a
non-interactive
medium.
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With film, the
main focus is on
the characters; in
games, it’s on the
player, so even if the
game is faithfully
adapted, the formula
might not lend itself
well to cinema.

space-opera Mass Effect (2007), or existential D&D
adventure game Planescape; Torment (1999). Another
strength of game narratives is emergent storytelling,
allowing players to pick up on situations through cues
in game-play or the environment, such as the first three
charismatic Thief (1998-2004) titles and Dark Souls
(2011-2016), with a canon so intricate that multiple
YouTube channels are dedicated to deciphering it from
clues in the environment and item descriptions.
The three C’s must blend into a coherent experience:
the ‘ludo-narrative’, allowing games to enthral players
with their settings, and sometimes letting them craft the
plot, or at least feel like they have. Some protagonists
are silent, faceless and/or generically boring ( with
notable exceptions) in a way no film would permit, but
it’s allowed in games because the interactive element
allows players to project themselves upon the character.
In a film such characters are boring, full stop.
In short, with film, the main focus is on the characters

whereas in games, it’s on the player. So even if the game
is faithfully adapted, the formula might not lend itself well
to cinema. The recent Warcraft: The Beginning, is a fun, fanservice laden effort, but since director Doug Jones crammed
the first game and about 4 prequel books-worth of lore
into one film, it has severe pacing issues trying to include
as much as possible, and it still leaves out or simplifies
some important plot points and players of Warcraft: Orcs
and Humans (1994). With the runtime of narrative-based
games being 9 to 50 hours or longer, it's possible that
game adaptations may work better as TV programmes,
following examples like Game of Thrones (2011-present).
The slower-burning stories and heavy emphasis on worldbuilding may lend themselves better to an episodic
format. If it worked for Pokémon’s anime (1997-present)
and more recently the Netflix Castlevania adaptation
(2017), it could work for other franchises too, right?
There is still potential for game films to be executed
correctly, but trying to make a fraction of an interactive
experience engaging in a non-interactive medium will
fail harder than the filmic Agent 47’s stealth rating.
Nick Samsworth is a masters student in Film and Popular Cinema
at Oxford Brookes University.

Glossary
Triple A games
A term that refers to games produced
with a big production and marketing
budget (the opposite of ‘Indie’)
Auteur
A film or game director
whose style and practice are
distinctive and recognisable
Cut-scene
A non-interactive moving image
sequence in a video game, often
used to develop plot or backstory.
FPS
First-person shooter
RPG
Role-play game
D&D
Dungeons and Dragons
Ludo-narrative:
Refers to the coming together
of narrative and gameplay
elements in a video game
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The Ultimate
Event TV

Sarah-Jane Hand explains why Love
Island is so much more than dumbeddown reality TV.
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To assume
that the show’s
avid nightly
watchers believe
in what they are
watching – as
older, dismissive,
viewers may think
– is missing the
point entirely.
Island was at the peak of its popularity
years ago, too long ago for the bulk
of this run’s fans to remember Jayne
Middlemiss, Lee Sharpe, and Paul
Danan’s escapades; the original
fans have long since moved on.
To assume that the show’s avid
nightly watchers believe in what they
are watching – as older, dismissive,
viewers may think – is missing the
point entirely. Part of Love Island’s
success is its ability to facilitate active
engagement from its spectators. These
are not passive viewers slumped in
front of their televisions, eyes glued
to the prancing half-naked cast.
These are cynics – cynics who take to
Twitter nightly to air their views in the
largest-scale example of social media

generated by terrestrial television.
Bar blockbuster dramas (think Game
of Thrones, Walking Dead) no other
programme dominates the Twitter
trend list in UK like Love Island. Not
even just the name of the show itself
(although it has been incorrectly
trending as Loveisand [sic] more than
once, which may serve to fuel the
arguments of the aforementioned
cynical older viewer), but individual
names from the show also reach
Britain’s top ten trends most nights.
Love Island is an anomaly of its
genre. Yes, it is clearly aimed at, and
attracts, its target demographic of
teenagers who have their parents
Sky+ accounts series-linking Ex on
the Beach, and Made in Chelsea; but
the audience here is far more diverse
than these viewers alone. Even the
likes of Liam Gallagher and Philip
Schofield have not been too ashamed
to publicly announce their love for it.

Uses and Gratifications
The reasons for Love Island’s success
work on many levels which relate
easily to Blumler and Katz’s Uses
and Gratifications model. Firstly, it’s
an excellent example of modern
interactive media. Its Twitter and
Facebook accounts work in overdrive,
daily releasing behind-the-scenes

©ITV / Joel Anderson

TV2’s annual run of Love Island
has gripped the nation’s youth
this summer, pulling in millions
of viewers each night. It would
be easy to dismiss the show as just
another garbage piece of dumbeddown TV designed to captivate the
empty-headed 16-30 TV audience
who usually sit down to view other
impersonators of reality such as
Geordie Shore, Big Brother, and the
never-ending The Only Way is Essex.
But Love Island is different. We
need to bear in mind that the show
began less than a month after the
biggest turnout of youth voters in a
UK general election. These are not, as
they are often labelled, the ignorant
youth. They are intelligent, mediasavvy consumers, who know what
they are watching, and why they
are watching it. So what is it about
Love Island that makes it different?
The show’s premise is simplistic in
its nature. An unrealistically attractive
group of twenty-somethings are
holed-up inside a sun filled villa, for
weeks on end with the elusive prize of
£50K waiting for them if they win the
show. All they have to do is partner
up with a member of the opposite
sex and remain in the couple, or risk
their place on the island. This format
is nothing new; in fact Celebrity Love
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comedic and dramatic clips, garnering
thousands of retweets and shares so
that the show is constantly present
in its audiences’ consciousness, way
beyond the sixty-minute nightly
broadcast slot. This too, encourages
audience engagement and fan
camaraderie; the comment boxes are
filled with users tagging their friends,
conversing about their favourites
and lamenting the ‘long’ wait until
the show is next on. Similarly, memes
upon memes are shared and created
by fans themselves which evolve from
the show’s cast. Hard-core fans take
part in regular online opinion polls,
often asking thought-provoking, lifeaffirming questions such as, ‘which of
Montana’s bikinis is your favourite'?

Identification, Identity and
Relationships

Surveillance and Pleasure
Thirdly, it’s gloriously voyeuristic,
surveillance culture at its finest. We
watch ‘glamazons’ picking their toenails,
eating their breakfasts, and yes, doing
the dirty deed through the inescapable
night vision cameras. Each titbit of
mundane island life leaves its viewers
enthralled and wanting more. Similarly,
its curious fans cannot get enough
in each one-hour episode, often
seeking out extra content online, or
tuning in to the Sunday night sidekick
After Sun hosted by Caroline Flack.

Escapism
Finally, the show is pure escapism.
For all the lengthy twitter debates
about the ‘realness’ of its contestant’s
romances, the funniest moments in
that night’s show, or feminism, yes,
feminism, it allows the audience
to escape into the sunshine each
night and focus on other people’s
relationship troubles rather than
their own, or to live their own love
lives vicariously through the cast’s, so
wrapped up in the Islanders’ issues they
forget about their own daily grind.
If you’ve read this cringing and
snobbishly dismissing the show’s
appeal, generalising its audience as
half-wits I urge you to put your highbrow television where your mouth
is, and give it a try. I guarantee,
within a few episodes you’ll be
posting snake emojis on Twitter
and voting Montana’s peacock-print
Dressmezee one-piece as your fave.

Secondly, as mentioned earlier,
the audience understand the show’s
premise; they are not easily fooled
by the cast’s actions. Huge chunks
of online chatter are dedicated to
the audience deciphering who’s ‘for
real’, who’s really in love, or who’s
just playing ‘the game’? Although
programmes like Big Brother (arguably
the show responsible for the birth
of the ‘showmance’) have previously
prompted similar conversations, Love
Island demonstrates real emotion,
and elicits as much from its fans.
The stand-out star of this series was
Camilla – innocent, reluctant to trust
men, and irrevocably shy. When she
was ‘dumped’ by her partner, Jonny,
internet fans responded in two ways:
Sarah-Jane Hand is a lecturer in Media and
followers either went wild with snake
Film Studies at Bury College.
emojis and congratulated themselves
for questioning Jonny’s true feelings
from the beginning, or offered an
outpouring of support for Camilla,
from the MM vaults
with both women and men relating to
Jenny Grahame: Big Brother:
her plight and her willingness to take
The Ultimate Media Case
a chance on a man who only proved
Study, MediaMag 60
that she was right to be so reserved in
the first place. This is ‘personal identity
media’ at its finest; the viewer replaces
Camilla (or any of the cast in fact) with
themselves, they use social media
cathartically, lambasting Jonny or any
other ‘villain’ in a way that they couldn’t,
or didn’t, when they went through
their own relationship troubles.

This is ‘personal
identity media’
at its finest; the
viewer replaces
Camilla (or
any of the cast
in fact) with
themselves, they
use social media
cathartically,
lambasting
Jonny or any
other ‘villain’
in a way that
they couldn’t,
or didn’t, when
they went
through their
own relationship
troubles.
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Giles Gough analyses the power of sound in
Christopher Nolan’s astonishing Dunkirk.

O

n the press tour for his latest release,
Christopher Nolan recently told
Kermode and Mayo’s Film Review that
Dunkirk was a ‘British subject that
requires an American budget’. In other words,
it’s a story that has been told many times, but
with no way of giving a populist audience a
valid understanding of the experience; it has
slipped from the spotlight. Unlike the Normandy
landings on D-Day, the events of Dunkirk exist
only on the edges of the public conscience.

In our rush to
analyse visuals,
we so often
neglect the role
that sound plays,
yet here we have
a film where
sound influences
everything.

With this film, Nolan brings this story back
to the foreground. In this article, we’ll look at
how he manages to create a highly subjective
and deeply immersive experience, not just for
our eyes but for our ears, through his use of
diegetic and non-diegetic sound effects.
Before we get deep into our analysis of this
film, it might be helpful to get a quick reminder
of some terms. Diegetic sound is any sound
where the source of it can be seen, or is implied
in the film. In simple terms, if the characters can
hear it, it’s diegetic. Non-diegetic sound is any
sound that doesn’t exist within the world of the
film, e.g. dramatic music or voiceover are two
common examples of non-diegetic sound.
Now let’s start to consider what makes this
film different. The plot is startlingly simple:
400,000 men need to get off a beach and get
back home to Britain. If they don’t, they face
imprisonment for the duration of the war,
or possibly death. More crucially, the war for
Britain will effectively be over. Much of the film
is essentially dedicated to watching several
characters trying to get off the beach, but with
their ships being bombed, torpedoed or shot
at. This makes for a heartbreakingly-frustrating
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Much of the film takes
place with little or no
dialogue being heard.
In fact, large sequences
of the film resemble
movies from the silent
era, where we can infer
meaning based on
actions and context.

version of snakes and ladders. Characterisation
is also decidedly brief as well. Very little is given
in terms of backstory for any of the characters,
(even modern-day screen legend Cillian Murphy
is simply credited as ‘Shivering Soldier’) and
we are made to empathise with them, or not,
based on their actions on that day alone.
Much of the film takes place with little or no
dialogue being heard. In fact, large sequences
of the film resemble movies from the silent era,
where we can infer meaning based on actions
and context. A mercifully simple plot and very
little exposition provides Nolan with a fascinating
opportunity. In some cases, he takes the counterintuitive step of making some of the dialogue
completely inaudible. Let’s consider the section
of the film set at sea. Mark Rylance’s Mr Dawson
is answering a call to sail to Dunkirk to rescue
soldiers on the beachhead. The smaller boats are
able to travel into shallower waters and deliver
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He manages to create
a highly subjective
and deeply immersive
experience, not just for
our eyes but for our
ears, through his use
of diegetic and nondiegetic sound effects.
the troops to the battleships that are too big to
get close. Cillian Murphy’s character is terrified
of returning to an active war zone and demands
they turn the ship around. Mr Dawson refuses,
and at one point he shouts something that can’t
be heard over the sound of the boat’s engine. It’s
a strange use of diegetic sound, to use the dull
roar of the engine to drown out dialogue, and
90 years of sound in film has taught us to place
dialogue above sound effects or music in terms
of importance. However, it’s also not the first time
Nolan has pioneered this different approach.
Nolan’s last film, Interstellar (2014) was another
example where the sound effects and the
music drowned out some of dialogue. Speaking
to Indiewire about that film, Nolan said:
I don’t agree with the idea that you can
only achieve clarity through dialogue.
Clarity of story, clarity of emotions – I try
to achieve that in a very layered way using
all the different things at my disposal –
picture and sound. I’ve always loved films
that approach sound in an impressionistic
way and that is an unusual approach for a

mainstream blockbuster, but I feel it’s the
right approach for this experiential film.
It could be argued that this technique did not
fully work in Interstellar. That film has a plot that
can only be fully understood with a series of
diagrams, a calculator, and a working knowledge
of quantum physics. We as an audience have
always been led to believe that dialogue is
there to provide useful information in terms of
progressing the plot or developing the character.
Very little information is simply extraneous. So in
the case of Interstellar, audiences may feel that
their attempts to understand the plot are being
frustrated by being unable to hear what might
be vital dialogue. This is not the case in Dunkirk.
Every audience member can easily follow the
plot and understand what’s at stake; I believe
Nolan’s technique is more successful in this
film. His particular brand of sound mixing does
help to create an experiential film that puts the
audience in the place of the central protagonists.
The other main technique that he uses to
create this tension is through the film’s score,
composed by Hans Zimmer. Music is the only

Shepard tone consists of several
tones or scales at least 1 or 2 octaves
apart layered on top of each other.
As the tones move up the scale
highest pitch tone gets quieter
middle pitch remains loud
lowest bass pitch starts
to become audible
Because you can always hear at least
two tones or scales rising in pitch at
the same time the brain is tricked into
perceiving a constant ascending tone.
Loop it all together and it sounds like
a piano scale going on for infinity.
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non-diegetic sound in this film, and like every
aspect of Nolan’s work, it has been honed with
absolute precision. Nolan recorded the ticking of
a watch and gave that piece of audio to Zimmer.
From that we hear the almost constant sound
of ticking mixed into the score throughout the
film. The ticking serves as a constant reminder
that time is running out and the enemy are
closing in, with an ever-shrinking perimeter. The
ticking sound fuses with visuals to underscore
the urgency of the narrative: only minutes to
abandon a sinking ship, only seconds to avoid
the machine gun fire of the Messerschmitts.
Only when Tommy, the central protagonist,
falls asleep on the train do we hear the ticking
stop. Its absence signifies that he is finally out
of danger and can, to some extent, relax.
The ticking is not the only technique Nolan
uses to build tension. Zimmer’s score seems
to be constantly building in pitch, steadily
generating a sense of suspense in an audience
who are desperate for a release that never seems
to come. Zimmer created this score based on a
technique called the ‘Shepard tone’. Named after
psychologist Roger Shepard, Nolan describes
it as ‘a sort of audio illusion whereby pitch is
continually ascending but never goes out of
the range’. This technique allows the composer
to continuously up the tension without giving
the audience a release until the final shots
of the film. The Shepard tone influenced not
only the score, but the narrative itself:
I wanted to actually write the script
and see if I could do that in words. So,
create a story that is always getting
more intense…so that’s how the three
storylines are braided together.
In our rush to analyse visuals, we so often
neglect the role that sound plays, yet here we
have a film where sound influences everything.
The mood, structure, and even the running
time (Nolan believed that 106 minutes was
the longest he could maintain his intense
grip on the audience) are all influenced by
non-diegetic sound. None of the techniques
Nolan uses here are new, there’s evidence
of the Shepard tone being used as far back
as Nolan’s The Prestige in 2006. But with
Dunkirk they seem to finally coalesce into a
successfully immersive cinematic experience
that will stay with audiences for decades.
Giles Gough teaches English and Media and leads
participatory filmmaking workshops at www.
daskfilms.com

Follow it up
Kermode and Mayo’s Film
Review podcast – 21/7/17
www.indiewire.com/2017/07/
dunkirk-too-loud-christophernolan-1201860027/
Shepard tone illustrated
nicely in this video:
www.vox.com/
videos/2017/7/26/16033868/
dunkirk-soundtrack-shepard-tone

‘a sort of
audio illusion
whereby pitch
is continually
ascending but
never goes out of
the range’. This
technique allows
the composer
to continuously
up the tension
without giving
the audience
a release until
the final shots
of the film.

from the MM vaults
John Branney: Sound and the
Cinema: the Work of Walter
Murch, MediaMag 21
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Kirsty Worrow explores how Hulu’s
TV adaptation of Margaret Atwood’s
The Handmaid’s Tale has provided a
timely and powerful icon for feminist
protest in Trump’s America.
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The Handmaid’s
significance in our
contemporary media
landscape has more
potency because
increasingly media is
‘spreadable’ (Henry
Jenkins et al.); she
means something to
viewers in 2017, and
so her image is being
repeated and shared,
over and over and over.

argaret Atwood’s 1985 speculative fiction novel,
The Handmaid’s Tale, imagines an America ruled
by a totalitarian patriarchal regime. The
protagonist – Offred – experiences the loss of
her own independence in this dystopia. A rightwing Christian theocracy addresses a birth rate crisis by
enslaving fertile women as ‘handmaids’ who are forced into
having sex in order to bear children. Atwood intended her
vision to be horrific, but maintained that it was
grounded in reality.
Offred’s experiences were, thankfully, a million miles
away from my own when I read the novel while pregnant
in 2011. I came to define myself a feminist as part of Third
Wave Feminism, where much of the focus lies on justifying
the continued existence of the feminist movement, as
well as challenging the more subtle, pervasive ideologies
about gender (media representations, gendering of
children, rape-culture, etc.) and embracing intersectional
feminism. Much of the discussion around these issues
happens in online spaces where feminists have come
under attack from opponents such as Men’s Rights
Activists (MRAs), who view the feminisation of culture as
the major problem in Western society. MRAs have often
complained loudly about the increased prominence of
women in mainstream (and traditionally male-targeted)
properties like Ghostbusters, Star Wars and Doctor Who.
In 2016, Hulu announced that it would adapt The
Handmaid’s Tale for television. At the time, Donald Trump
was making his improbable journey towards the White
House, and much of the media establishment regarded his
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chances as limited, especially in a fight against political
veteran Hillary Clinton. Embarrassing audio of Trump
relating his troubling attitudes towards women didn’t
diminish this view. His campaign often targeted Clinton
on the grounds of her gender; he famously called her ‘a
nasty woman’ and many of his supporters used the word
‘bitch’ in chants and placards at his rallies. In the middle of
production, many were aghast as Trump claimed victory in
the presidential election. People in the global blogosphere
were full of sorrow that America seemed to be taking a
step away from the egalitarian utopia they hoped for.

Trump was inaugurated in January 2017, just as The
Handmaid’s Tale production was wrapping up. The day
after the president was sworn in, global protests, dubbed
‘The Women’s March’ demonstrated the rejection of
misogynist and racist ideals which perpetuated the
notions of white male superiority which Trump typified
to those marching. It was the largest protest in US
history, and an estimated five million people protested
internationally to advocate for human rights issues.
The Handmaid’s Tale premiered in April 2017, receiving
critical acclaim and award nominations; but its significance
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is arguably located in its uncanny commentary on Trump’s
America. Rolling Stone labelled it ‘TV’s most chilling Trumpera series’. Science and speculative fiction have often
been vehicles for social commentary. In adapting The
Handmaid’s Tale, showrunner Bruce Miller had a choice.
Either he could make a period piece, aiming for an authentic
representation of the world that Atwood conjured, framing
it as a kind of imagined alternate history, not unlike
Amazon’s successful The Man in the High Castle; or he could
place the audience in the same position that Atwood
intended her initial readers to take, looking off into the

not-too-distant future. Understandably, Miller opted for the
latter, as an updated adaptation would be likely be more
relevant to the audience. In doing so, the series creates an
unsettling resonance between the narrative and reality.
At the end of the first episode – in voiceover – Offred
reveals that before Gilead’s totalitarian regime changed
her name, she was called June. This was not revealed
in the novel, and ‘June’ offers the viewer a clear name
for the woman presented frequently in flashback. June
in the ‘before’ is a recognisably contemporary woman
– she is educated, has a career and is tolerant. June/
Offred is also a more forceful character than in the
book, as suggested by her lead role in the ‘Salvaging’.
The name itself – June – can be viewed as an attempt to
make the protagonist a more mundane everywoman.
The flashbacks of June’s life before are recognisably ‘now’.
Smartphones are commonplace; she uses social media in
her first interaction with Luke. Contemporary US issues
are also referenced: June and Moira discuss the threat of
sexual assault on the university campus, and misogyny
bubbles beneath the surface, evidenced when a barista
calls June a ‘slut’ when her debit card doesn’t work. Most
pointedly though, The Handmaid’s Tale engages in the
debates around reproductive rights. The birth-rate crisis
creates a tension between the societal fear of extinction
and the individual freedom of women to choose when and
if they should become mothers. In deciding to make the
setting of the adaptation contemporary, Hulu presents a
more relevant, and for some a more frighteningly prescient
American dystopia. In less than a week in office, Trump
signed an executive order to remove Government funding
from organisations which promote access to abortion
around the world. The order was commemorated with a
picture taken inside the Oval Office which was criticised
for the complete absence of those who stood to be
most significantly affected by it – women themselves.
On May 3rd, 2017, during the show’s run on Hulu, a group
of activists in Missouri protested against proposed changes
to access to birth control. What made this newsworthy was
that the activists were dressed as Handmaids. A few days
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Glossary
Third-wave feminists
Third-wave feminists believe that
while women have come a long
way in society, there is more to
be done to achieve global gender
equality. The concerns of the
third wave may include domestic
violence, the wage gap, sexual
harassment, sexual inequalities.
Intersectional feminism
Intersectional feminism is an inclusive
movement that acknowledges
not only gender inequalities but
those related to race, disability,
sexual identity and culture.
later, while Texas lawmakers were debating anti-abortion
legislation, Handmaid activists held a silent vigil in the foyer
of the Capitol building. On 13th June, another group of
Handmaids appeared to bear witness to a legislative debate
on abortion in Ohio. Similar protests have been seen across
the US, and Trump was greeted on his state visit to Poland
by a group of Handmaids too. Postmodern theorist Jean
Baudrillard coined the term ‘hyperreality’ to explain the
notion that the lines of reality and fiction are blurring. As
our lives are increasingly filtered through media lenses, the
world is becoming ‘mediatised’ so the distinction between
real and fake is harder to spot. Baudrillard’s ideas are useful
in understanding that Miller’s decision to set The Handmaid’s
Tale in contemporary America has led to Handmaids
actually materialising in contemporary America. Not fully
of course, but activists have recognised that the image of
the Handmaid is a powerful and distinctive icon for female
subjugation and reproductive rights. Fascinatingly, this
use of the symbol in this context has altered the meaning
of it; the Handmaid now also signifies female resistance.
So what? Why this now? The image of the Handmaid
is not new; her striking scarlet dress and white bonnet
have featured prominently on the variant cover art. The
pro-life/choice debate is long-standing, too. Perhaps the
answer to why the Handmaids have become a newsworthy
symbol in 2017 lies with the media themselves. They rely
on recognisable, simple images and have the capacity
for faster amplification, exceeding that of older forms of
cultural delivery like the printed book. The Handmaid’s
significance in our contemporary media landscape has more
potency because increasingly media is ‘spreadable’ (Henry
Jenkins et al.); she means something to viewers in 2017,
and so her image is being repeated and shared, over and
over and over. A wider audience is able to become familiar
with her, as with any pop culture icon, through repetition;
and recognition of her meaning as a symbol is no longer
predicated on a familiarity with the show or the book.
Social media culture now provides a whole set of
opportunities for political protest, and is increasingly the
platform for political debate. Shots and sequences in The

Social media
culture now
provides a
whole set of
opportunities
for political
protest, and
is increasingly
the platform for
political debate.
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Handmaid’s Tale have been repurposed on memes and gifs
as part of the discourse of gender and reproduction. Online
activism spills over into action IRL (in real life) and fannish
practices like cosplay are now used as acts of protest.
Unwittingly, Hulu originated the idea of the silent Handmaid
protest by using cosplay as a marketing strategy at the
SXSW media and music festival before the show’s debut.
The use of the pop culture symbols in political protest is
not new though. There is a tradition in Feminist protest of
using strong, intelligent and independent female characters
to symbolise an idealised female archetype: Princess Leia,
Wonder Woman, Buffy Summers, Sailor Moon and Hermione
Granger are all popular symbols of feminist protest. Hulu’s
handmaids have joined these ranks because the adaptation
revitalises them with a solidarity, determination and
rebelliousness which has clearly inspired some to stand up
to a very divisive president. In reflecting on the relevance
of The Handmaid’s Tale in the Trump era for the New York
Times, Atwood acknowledges that ‘[i]n the wake of the
recent American election, fears and anxieties proliferate.’
She denies that the work is a prediction of the future, but
indicates that she is informed by a cautious ethos: ‘Anything
could happen anywhere, given the circumstances.’
Kirsty Worrow is Programme Leader for Media Studies, Film
Studies and Photography at Shrewsbury Sixth Form College.
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What was the significance of
the 2017 Oscars meltdown,
and why does it really matter?
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Y

ou might think that in a year dominated
by the awfulness and uncertainty of
the Trump presidency and with the
dark storm clouds of an unraveling
Brexit gathering ominously, there would be
little to say about the Oscars. Something so
self-obsessed, self-aggrandising and in-thrall
to its own superficial image making might
seem irrelevant under the circumstances. Mind
you, there’s been something just like that in
the White House this year, so maybe not.
The Oscars can often be good slick fun but
also so over-controlled and stage-managed
that, to paraphrase the title of a big 2017
contender, they can come over as a little Blah
Blah Bland. However, not so earlier this year;
and not just because of the buttock-clenching
embarrassment for all concerned when the

wrong Best Picture winner was announced, there
were a number of other, less obvious reasons
why it was a particularly interesting night.
Ostensibly though, this was the year of the
wrong winner. Up to that point it had all been
going so well. La La Land (Chazelle/USA/2017)
had won a clutch of Oscars including best
actress for Emma Stone and best director for
Damien Chazelle. Casey Affleck had just won
Best Actor when Faye Dunaway and Warren
Beatty, the original duo from Bonnie and Clyde
(Penn/USA/1967) stepped up to the podium to
announce the ultimate award, Best Picture. Beatty
opened the envelope and after hesitating for a
moment, apparently for dramatic effect, showed
it to Dunaway who announced ‘La La Land’. So
far so good; the cast and crew ascended the
stage to collect their trophy and had launched
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Stone, La La Land.’ That’s why I took
such a long look at Faye and at [the
audience]. I wasn’t trying to be funny.

a society becomes
post-racial when
skin-colour
becomes incidental
and irrelevant.

The problem turned out to be simple,
catastrophic human error. The process for
announcing the Oscars had for over 80 years
been the responsibility of the accountancy firm
PWC. It was they that tallied the votes, so only
they knew who had won in advance of the night.
They had someone in each wing of the stage
with a duplicate set of envelopes containing
the winners in each category. In turn, the two
accountants would hand over the envelope for
each category as the next presenter arrived.
So it had always worked, until this year, when
senior accountant Brian Cullinan, distracted
by the moment and Tweeting excitedly on his
phone, accidently gave Beatty the duplicate
envelope for the already announced category of
Best Actress, not Best Picture. This included the
words ‘Emma Stone La La Land’, which explains
why Beatty looked puzzled when he opened it.
Moonlight’s Producer Adele Romanski summed
up, saying that she hoped her film’s win was
‘…inspiring to people, little black boys
and brown girls, and other folks watching
at home who feel marginalised.’

into their thank-you speeches when there
was a brief commotion. The film’s producer,
Jordan Horowitz stepped quickly to the mic.
‘I’m sorry,’ he said ‘there’s a mistake.
Moonlight, you guys won best picture.’
Horowitz’s fellow producer Mark
Platt reinforced the point,
‘This is not a joke. They read the wrong thing.’
Unsurprisingly, horrified pandemonium
ensued before Barry Jenkins, the director of
Moonlight, (Jenkins/USA/2017) stepped up
to make the best of what should have been
his big moment, but had now become a very
awkward and embarrassing moment indeed.
Beatty later tried to explain:
I want to tell you what happened. I
opened the envelope and it said, ‘Emma

Which is why it all really did matter. As awful
as it may be to make a mistake in front of an
audience of millions, this is an awards show
where, on the whole, the rich and powerful
vote for other rich and powerful people to
get an award that makes them richer and
more powerful. Throughout the history of the
Oscars, most of those doing both the voting
and the winning had been white and male.
Moonlight was therefore a genuine rarity,
bucking the monolithic white male dominance
of American cinema. In Barry Jenkins, the film
had a black writer-director, working with a
black cast and a mixed-race crew. Together they
created a film that did not fall into the cliché
of so many other films with non-white casts.
The makers did not assume that a black cast
meant the film had to be about being black
and struggling with race issues, any more than
any white-dominated film would be expected
to focus on what it feels like to be white.
The film is a coming-of-age drama, about a
young gay man growing up in Miami, who also
just so happens to be black. The film fulfils the
notion that a society becomes post-racial when
skin-colour becomes incidental and irrelevant.
It is limiting and restrictive that black people
(or for that matter women, gay people or any
other ‘minority’) can only be protagonists in
films specifically about being black, (female
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Moonlight was
a deserving
winner, not
just for the
power of its
performances
or direction
but because it
was a ‘black’
film which
was not about
being black.
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or gay) or which, in some other way, directly
address the experience of their ‘minority’.
So it really mattered that Moonlight had its
moment spoiled. Especially, as it turned out,
in the year of Charlottesville, Trump and white
nationalist/far-right resurgence, when so much
social progress seemed on the cusp of reversal.
This was, you may remember, two short
years after the ‘Oscars So White’ affair of 2015,
when all major nominations went to white
actors. Major black artists such as Will Smith
and Spike Lee went on to boycott the similarly
white dominated 2016 awards in protest.
Two years later after the original controversy,
with a newly installed African American CEO,
Cheryl Boone-Isaacs, and some major changes
to the lists of those who got to vote, the first
fruits of a new approach reached cinemas.
Moonlight was not the only ‘black’ film in
contention, others in early 2017 included Hidden
Figures (Melfi/USA/2017), Fences (Washington/
USA/2017) and Loving (Nichols/USA/2017 )
However worthy, well-made, and important
these films were, they were films about being
black. They told powerful stories, which needed
to be told, but still reinforced the cliché that
black people, when cast, should lead stories
about being black, often for majority black
audiences. A restriction never suffered by the
traditional white male lead. Hence, Moonlight was
a deserving winner, not just for the power of its
performances or direction but because it was a
‘black’ film which was not about being black.
It was therefore, all the more disappointing
that at Moonlight’s moment, when the changes
generated by ‘Oscars So White’ took effect, all
anyone could talk about was an embarrassing
snafu (Google it!) over envelopes. In the year
of the rise of the right, films that help defuse
racism, need to be seen and celebrated.
There is one more reason why the 2017 Oscars
were worthy of note. The presenting duo Warren
Beatty and Faye Dunaway were the leads in
Bonnie and Clyde, a 1967 film which changed the
face of Hollywood, and had been invited to host
to mark the fiftieth anniversary of its release.
By the 1960’s despite the fall of the old Studio
System, the formula for making American films
had become stale and worn. Genre films with
familiar stars and repetitive stories dominated.
Bonnie and Clyde was amongst a small clutch of
films including Easy Rider (Hopper/USA/1969) and
The Graduate (Nichols/USA/1967) which shook
things up and showed there was another way to
make films that could be fresh, sexy, thrilling and
shocking. These films became known as The New
American Cinema. They changed the medium
and led the way to the great films of the 1970s

and to the great auteur
directors that dominated
that time. It is often said
that that the 1970’s was
the true golden age of
American film: an era that
produced classic films such
as The Godfather (Coppola/
USA/1972) and Apocalypse
Now (Coppola/USA/1979),
Taxi Driver (Scorsese/USA/1976) and
Raging Bull (Scorsese/USA/1980).
Fast forward to 2017. Cinemas are packed
with effects-laden genre films, mostly part of
franchises or ‘shared universes’. Yet in 2017,
the worst summer box office season for many
years, many of those ‘sure fire hits’ have flopped,
whilst film-makers struggle to raise finance for
anything which is not a micro-budget indie or a
franchise-blockbuster. It might be argued that
Hollywood really needs another Bonnie and
Clyde moment, when a group of audacious and
imaginative filmmakers hijacks the medium to
thrill audiences and once again produce the
sort of essential cinema that so often seems lost
in today’s world of filmmaking by numbers.
Perhaps the 2017 Oscars should be
remembered for rather more than someone
getting distracted and ‘dropping the ball’. Could
it be that Moonlight and others like it might be
the first steps towards that new Hollywood?
Films with heart, craft and conviction, where the
storytelling matters more than the spreadsheet.
A cinema of relevance, of challenge, rather than
computer-generated Prozac. If so, the Oscars 2017
might have been the best awards night of all.
Jonathan Nunns is Head of Media Studies at Collyer’s
College and an A level moderator.

from the MM vaults
Jonathan Nunns: Getting into Trouble
with Bonnie and Clyde, MediaMag 37
Jonathan Nunns: What’s the
Point of the Movie Awards
Corridor?, MediaMag 54
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Gatekeeping in the digital age
Now we’re all
streaming our music,
how do we know what
to choose? How are
musical careers made
and broken? Who are
the gate-keepers, and
whose views have
critical authority? Ian
Bland investigates.

S

treaming is now the default
means of consumption for
music fans, and the big
streaming services – Spotify,
Apple Music, Tidal, Deezer, Google
Play, and Amazon Prime – are locked in
pursuit of that killer USP that will give
them the edge over their competitors.
Tidal has pinned its strategy around big
name exclusives – it remains the only
service where you can stream Beyoncé’s
Lemonade – though with major
label Universal, home to amongst
others, Katy Perry, Rihanna, and
Drake, recently vowing not to license
exclusive deals, the long-term viability
of such a strategy is questionable.
Apple has found some success with
a different kind of exclusivity. Artists
such as Drake and Frank Ocean have
premiered new material on their own
Beats 1 shows. Beats 1 is the quasiradio station that acts, in the words
of Zane Lowe, presenter and face of
the station, as ‘a shop-front window
to the whole store on Music Row that
has an Apple logo on it’. That material
might well soon filter to rival services;
but for hardcore fans, Apple’s ability
to build some excitement around new
releases offers an attractive proposition.
Spotify is still the dominant player
in the game based on subscriber
numbers; so where does this leave

them? For Spotify, the future is all about
curation. It was quite telling that Drake,
ever attuned to the zeitgeist, (and who,
it seems, will be referenced at least
once in every paragraph of this article)
chose to label his March release, More
Life, not as an album, but as a playlist.
For new artists, being included
on a high-profile Spotify playlist can
have the same kind of career-building
impact as regular radio play, and it’s
no surprise that pluggers – those
commissioned by record labels to
get airplay for new releases – now
routinely petition streaming services
with the same energy they once
reserved for radio producers.
But, unlike its New Music Friday
playlist, with several hundred thousand
followers and many more casual
browsers, one particularly intriguing
Spotify playlist has an intended
audience of just one. Discover
Weekly is a playlist tailored to the
listening habits of the individual
user, collated from analysis of exactly
what you spend your time listening
to. Every Monday, my own Discover
Weekly playlist is refreshed with
thirty new tracks, the majority by
new artists I’ve never heard of.
When I find time and inclination to
seek out fresh sounds and explore
the playlist, I’m struck by two things.
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Public domain

Album releases create
an online conversation;
the hotter the release,
the hotter the
conversation, and the
more traffic it’s likely to
generate for all those
who thrive on hits.

Firstly, how fiendishly good data-driven
analytics are at knowing exactly what I
like to listen to. And secondly, just how
much new music is still being made.
Where does it all come from? And,
just as importantly, where does it all
end up? To take a couple of random
names, will Pictish Trail and TaxiWars
successfully carve out a long-term
career in the industry, or is Discover
Weekly the modern equivalent of
Radio 1’s legendary John Peel Show,
for decades the station’s clearinghouse for new music, much of which
disappeared into obscurity as soon
as Peel faded it down and returned
to his inimitably droll chatter?

The Peel legacy
From the late 60s to his death in
2004, John Peel was one of the most
important gatekeepers in the music
industry. From David Bowie to Pulp,
long is the list of artists given vital
early support by Peel, and recording
a session for his show was a hugely
important step on the road to success.

Who needs
a 950-word
platform in a
national print
publication
to celebrate
Kendrick
Lamar’s latest
opus, when a
single tweet
bulging with
fire emojis can
find just as wide
an audience?

When you’ve heard an artist, whether
via Peel then, or Spotify now, often the
next stage in the process of discovery
is to find out more, to read up and
get some critical perspective. Are
they the real deal or are they simply
here-today-gone-tomorrow pastiche
merchants that you’d be advised not
to squander your listening time on? To
answer that, you need to ask a critic.
So, where do you look to find one?
Back when Peel was in his prime,
the answer was easy. They were in the
pages of the then mighty music press,
in particular the NME, home to musos
such as Nick Kent, Barney Hoskyns,
and Chrissie Hynde. These days, things
are more complicated. In an age
democratised by the internet, we all
have access to the same social media
platforms that allow us to participate
in the critical conversation around
film, television, and of course, music.
Who needs a 950-word platform in a
national print publication to celebrate
Kendrick Lamar’s latest opus, when a
single tweet bulging with fire emojis
can find just as wide an audience?
This is just one of the reasons why
and how NME’s fortunes have dwindled,
from its late 70s peak with a circulation
of over 300,000 and notorious punk
staff writers such as Tony Parsons and
Julie Burchill, to 2015 when it was
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rebranded as free publication after
sales dipped below 17,000. While
publisher Time Inc has stated that the
shift to free means more people than
ever before are reading the magazine,
it’s hard not to conclude that what
has been gained in readers has been
surrendered in critical authority.
Some would argue that the
magazine’s critical authority had been
surrendered long before that. Perhaps
in 1989, when writer Jack Barron
gave a measly 7 out of 10 and a tepid
‘this is quite good’ to the Stone Roses
debut, subsequently heralded by the
same magazine as one of the greatest
albums of the century. Or, perhaps
in 1997, when, along with virtually
every other music publication on the
planet, NME hosed Oasis’ Be Here Now
in superlatives, rave reviews that were
disowned almost immediately as the
album became a byword for bloated
indulgence over actual inspiration.
Album reviews serve several
purposes – to put music in context (in
terms of genre and of an artist’s own
work), to decode lyrics and to articulate
responses that might just lie beneath
the surface for the casual listener. But
historically, album reviews also served
a more prosaic purpose: they told us
whether or not an album was worth
buying. In an age when streaming
is the norm, we are no longer likely
to find ourselves, as I did in 1992,
having to sheepishly return a copy of
Spiritualised’s Lazer Guided Melodies to
HMV in Oldham – an album I’d bought
on the strength of a perfect 10 in NME,
but that I personally found unlistenable

to the point of demanding my money
back. At least these days, it’s usually
only our time that we might feel we’ve
wasted, rather than our pocket money.
As the function of reviews has
changed, so too has the form. Soon
after any new high-profile music
release, YouTube is awash with reaction
videos – a form of review in which
individuals simply film themselves
reacting to the music. With views often
running into hundreds of thousands,
it’s clear that they are fulfilling a
need, contributing to a discourse
in which music brings an audience
together; but one imagines that this
approach puts seasoned critics at
risk of a full-blown existential crisis.
Somewhat closer to the traditional
review, we find Anthony Fantano,
the self-styled ‘Internet’s Busiest
Music Nerd’, and a man described
by Spin magazine as ‘today’s most
successful music critic’. With close to
a million subscribers for his channel,
The Needle Drop, Fantano’s reviews
range across all genres, and are sharp
and illuminating in the way the best
criticism can be, but also entertaining
in a way demanded by the YouTube
form. Fantano is an independent
voice, not allied to a traditional music
publication such as NME, or a digital
outlet such as Pitchfork. As such, he
underlines the power of the individual
voice in a world of digital democracy.
Album releases create an online
conversation; the hotter the release, the
hotter the conversation, and the more
traffic it’s likely to generate for all those
who thrive on hits, whether music

Public domain

Album reviews serve
several purposes – to put
music in context (in terms
of genre and of an artist’s
own work), to decode
lyrics and to articulate
responses that might just
lie beneath the surface
for the casual listener.

blogs such as Pitchfork, publications
such as the Guardian, or YouTubers
such as Anthony Fantano. Get the
review up too late, once the buzz
has cooled, and you can find yourself
excluded from the conversation.
After all, no one goes online looking
for cold takes. No wonder it can be
easier just to upload a film of yourself
simply listening to the thing.
As for the future, who knows?
Data-driven reviews based on Spotify
software that can ‘read’ exactly
how much pleasure every listener
is deriving from a release at any
given moment? Quite possibly. A
future in which everyone of us, at
every single moment, is a critic.
Ian Bland is a Media Studies teacher at
Holy Cross College, Bury.
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Doing it their own way
Student Axel Metz explores the much-debated concept
of the auteur.

T

the work of three significant auteurs
from recent times so distinctive.

Kubrick, Auteurism, and
‘Non-submersible Units’
Stanley Kubrick, whose directorial
career ran from the late 1950s until
his death in 1999, is distinctive as an
auteur in large part because of his
approach to narrative. Rather than
adhering to narrative conventions
as theorised by Propp and Todorov,
which identify specific narrative
structures and stock characters,
Kubrick suggested that all that was
needed for an effective plot were seven
‘non-submersible units’. These were
scenes, images, actions, sounds or a
combination of multiple elements that
created a strong impression on the
audience that they could not ignore
or forget. Essentially, he advocated
the importance of how the story was
told, rather than the story itself.
One of Kubrick’s hallmarks were
his protracted, uncompromisingly
slow scenes. For example, in 2001: A
Space Odyssey (1968), in the scene
in which Bowman disconnects HAL,
Kubrick avoids montage or timecompressing cutting techniques;
instead we see Bowman disconnecting

Pexels

he idea of the auteur as a
critical approach derives
from an earlier period of Film
Studies when critics aimed to
demonstrate that films are ‘authored’
by individuals, most obviously the
film’s director, rather than being
generic products. The Eduqas syllabus
states that, 'Today, the concept of
the auteur can be applied to a film or
group of films in order to identify and
explain its distinctive characteristics,
arguing that these derive from a
principal creative individual (most
commonly the director, but it may
also include cinematographers,
performers or institutions).'
Auteur theory proposes that a film’s
director is its ‘author’, responsible for
its overall vision and a clear, thematic
approach which may underpin an
entire body of work. It is however
a not uncontested concept. Both
the Eduqas and OCR Film Studies
specifications require you to consider
long-running critical debates
about the relevance of the auteur
theory in an era where filmmaking
is increasingly acknowledged as
a collaborative and industrialised
process rather than the inspiration
of a single charismatic genius.
This piece explores what makes
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the computer one module at a time,
making the scene undeniably more
gripping. Kubrick was also one of
the first filmmakers to use extreme
wide-angle lenses, coupled with
unconventional camera angles. The
Shining (1980) showcases many of
these techniques. For example the
scene in which Jack is locked inside
the pantry draws on a range of angles,
including a shot framed from directly
below. In this instance, and many
others, Kubrick sought to match the
dynamics of his cinematography
with the personality of his characters
– an effective tool in provoking an
emotional response from the audience.

experienced by the characters are
equally shared with the audience. The
whole film is dominated by sweeping
landscape shots of snow-capped
Canada, which belittle the struggles
of the characters, presenting nature
as an all-powerful force that can
both preserve and take life. Similar
techniques are used in one of Inarritu’s
earlier films, Babel (2006), set across
four different countries – Mexico,
Morocco, Japan and the US. Iñárritu’s
unique visual representation of the
grandeur of nature has helped him to
develop a unique narrative technique
that shapes and carries the events of
his films, conveying the emotive power
of the protagonist’s environment.

Thomas Anderson’s Magnolia (1999),
both directed by widely-recognised
auteur directors; but his ability to
focus the narratives of his films so
exclusively on events following single
incidents, and his repeated return
to this premise, has rendered the
‘interlocking-storyline’ genre uniquely
his own. The Wachowski brothers’
Cloud Atlas (2012) and Paul Haggis’
Crash (2005) both borrow heavily from
Iñárritu’s work, which undoubtedly
set a precedent for the genre.

Christoper Nolan and
Auteurism

Christopher Nolan is critically
acclaimed for his ability to extend
contemporary genres. A ‘Nolan’ film
Interlocking Narratives
immediately signals both visual
Another Iñárritu signature is his
spectacle and provocative genreCinematography is equally distinctive
structural use of interlocking narratives. bending. Nolan typically explores
in the work of Mexican director
Amores Perros (2000), his debut,
the psychological state of characters
Alejandro Iñárritu, whose consecutive
initiated a trilogy of films that revolve
detached from normal society; his
Oscars for Best Director in 2015
around interlocking storylines. The
Dark Knight trilogy is a complete
and 2016 demonstrate his ability to
plot hinges on a tragic accident that
reinvention of the comic book
showcase camerawork as an art form.
brings together the lives of three very
superhero genre. His troubled and
Birdman (2014) is filmed to appear as
different residents of Mexico City, and
unusually dark protagonist confronts
one-single shot, while The Revenant
discusses issues of love, morality and
realistically sadistic villains, providing
(2015) demonstrates the narrative
loyalty. 21 Grams (2003) and Babel
a gritty and exhilarating narrative
power of nature as if it were itself a
followed a similar narrative device and through which issues of justice
character. Iñárritu replicated Birdman’s
established this narrative genre as his
and morality are interwoven.
one-take style in the opening scenes
own. Iñárritu credits his influences as
Indeed, Nolan’s dark interpretation
of The Revenant, using continuity to
Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1994) and Paul of the Batman has prompted a new
ensure that the danger and emotion
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sub-genre of superhero films, in
which heroic characters must deal
with inner turmoil and physical
deterioration caused both by villains
and their own limitations. This generic
re-interpretation has struck tangible
fear into global audiences for its
contextual relevance, visual set-pieces,
and contemporary resonances of
financial crisis and terrorism, without
destroying the integrity of the
Batman universe. In The Joker (The
Dark Knight, 2008) Nolan has created
a terrifyingly unique villain, notably
influencing Zack Snyder’s Batman v.
Superman (2016) and arguably even
Marvel Studios’ significantly grittier
reboots of existing franchises in Iron
Man 3 (2013) and Logan (2017).
Another Nolan hallmark is his ability
to pose questions of time and reality
while retaining scientific plausibility; for
example, the appearance of the black
hole in Interstellar (2014) is based on
real simulations led by astrophysicist
Kip Thorne. This factual approach has
given Nolan’s work a degree of scale
unlike any before him – perhaps only
Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey can
compare. Inception (2010) is equally
mind-bending in the way that it
questions the laws of physics and
explores its protagonists’ consciousness.
Nolan produces films that provoke
responses from the audience beyond
first viewing, to challenge what they
think they know and to interpret
his work in a number of ways.

Conclusion
Auteur directors have influenced
generations of filmmakers with their
audacity to challenge the supposed
boundaries to which many lesser
films are confined. While a handful of
directors may have produced single
genre-defining works, the historical
relevance of auteur directors is perhaps
their inspiration to others to defy the
conventions of cinema. Auteurs are
thus also unarguably hugely significant
in developing genres and sub-genres.
Axel Metz studied A Level at Richard Hale
College.
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There are dozens of auteur case
studies in the MediaMag archive.
Search and you will find.
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